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In this paper we derive and test some formulas to solve numerically 
sets of ordinary differential equations of first and second order 
with a one-point boundary condition. Several methods are available 
for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. We 
mention finite-difference methods, eg. Adams method (see Hildebrand 
[!.]>,Taylor series method (see Hartree [2]> and its variants like 
the Nordsieck method [3], and Runge-Kutta methods. All methods use 
a finite step in the independent variable. Change of this step is 
difficult with finite-difference methods, but easy with the other 
ones. The Taylor series method breaks down as soon as the functions 
occurring in the differential equations are complicated and cannot 
easily be differentiated a number of times. In the Nordsieck and 
Runge-Kutta methods the computation of the sum of a series, agreeing 
with the Taylor expansion of the solution of the diffe rential 
equation in a given number of terms, is done numerically, thereby 
avoiding the differentiation of the functions occurring in the 
differential equation. 
In the sequel we shall construct a set of Runge-Kutta formulas that 
are suitable for integration with varying step-size. The use of a 
varying step-size is important in reducing the amount of computa-
tional work to be done; this work is proportional to the number 
of steps performed. Depending on the character of the differential 
equation, for a given accuracy, the acceptable step-size may vary 
considerably over the interval of integration. With regard to a 
criterion for the accuracy we make the following remarks. Using 
finite-difference methods one takes into account as many differences 
as have an influence on the results to the accuracy specified. 
Using the Taylor series method, one can follow at least two stra-
tegies: use with a given steplength as many terms of the (convergent) 
10 
series to get a result t o the accuracy specified; or (this is in 
most cases the effective way) keep the number of terms fixed and 
compute the ste p l e ngth according to the accuracy prescribed. Using 
a Runge-Kutta formula neither of the two strategies is applicable. 
The use of a varying number of terms is impractical and adjustment 
of the step-size according to the last term taken into account is 
impossible as the Runge-Kutta formula gives the sum of the series 
inste ad of separate terms. In actual computational processes this 
difficulty is overcome in the fo llowing way. 
Suppose we are given the equation 
y'=f(x,y), y(X)=Y 
and we want to find y(X+h) . We use a Rungc-Kutta formula that 
gives a computed value y~X+h) such that the Taylor expansions of 
... 
y(X+h) and y (X +h) agree in n t e rms. We denote the value obtained 
... 
by doing two steps of length h by Yh(X+2h) and the value obtained 
... 
by doing one step of length 2h by Yzh (X+2h). Now it follows that 
... n+l 
y (X+2h) -yh (X+2h) " 2h c (X) , 
... n+l 
y (X+2h) -y Zh (X+2h) " ( 2h) c (X) , 
if we assume that c(x) varies slowly with x and that terms of order 
hn+2may be neglecte d . We the n have 
and 
n+l * * n 2h c(X)" (yh -y 2h) (2 -1) . 
n+l Although this quantity is of the order h , it is in general not 
equal to the hn+l_term in the expansion of y(X+2h). In spite of 
this, in practice the value of this quantity is used to determine 
whether the step is accepted or not. [4], [s]. 
In the following chapters we shall construct a set of Runge-Kutta 
formulas that give, in addition to the inc r emen t of the depe ndent 
variable(s), the value(s) of the last term(s) taken into account 
in the Taylor series, thus controlling the accuracy without per-
forming the integration twice. 
11 
CHAPTER 1 
Runge -Kutta me thod 
Since the basis of the Runge-Kutta method is d e s cribed in several 
books on numerical analysis [1], we shall h e re give only an out-
line of the idea . 
Suppose we are give n the first-order differential e quation 
y ' =f(x,y); y(X)=Y, 
and we wa~t to find y(X+h), then the Runge -Kutta idea is the 
following: 
Compute the quantities k . =hf(x . ,y _) in succe ssion in the points 
1 1 1 
(x0 ,y0), Cx1 , y1), ...... , (xm-l'Ym-l), whe r e xi=X+Mih; M0=0 and 
where i-1 
y.=Y+ L L k . 
1 1=0 il 1 
Here Mi and Lil are constants of the proce ss , inde pendent of the 
differential equation under consideration. Form a weighted mean 
m-1 
dy= I a . k., 
i=O 1 1 
being an approximation to the increment of y corresponding to the 
increment h in x . There are a number of parameters : m, the number 
of points used; Mi; Lil; and the weights ai . These parameters must 
be determined from the following conditions. Let y(X+h) be ex-
panded in a Taylor s e ries about X and let Y+dy be e xpanded in a 
power series in h. We now want to find the minimal number of 
points (xi,yi), the constants Mi and Lil and the we ights ai such 
that the two serie s agree to a given number of t e rms. This re-
sults in a set of nonlinear equations. In practice the problem 
is reversed in that the number of points is given and the order 
of approximation (i.e. the exponent of h in the last term agreeing) 
is made as high as possible. There exist several Runge -Kutta type 
13 
formulas given by Runge[6], Heun[7], Kutta[s], Nystrijm[9], 
Gill [10], Huta [11] [12], ZurmUhl [13] [14] . For second, third and 
fourth order approximation respectively two, three and four 
points are necessary. Fifth order approximation however seems 
impossible with five points, Lemaitre[l.5], but six point formulas 
do exist [9] . Since in several cases there are more unknowns than 
equations, variants exist for the same order and with the same 
number of points. Nystrijm [9] and Zurmtihl [13] [14] give Runge-Kutta 
type formulas for differential equations of orders two, three and 
four. There are also formulas for the solution of systems of 
differential equations . 
For a system of first-order differential equations 
dy ./dx= f . (x,y1 , ... ,y ); y.(X)=Y .; j=l(l)n, J J n J J 
the Runge-Kutta scheme is 
i-1 i-1 
k .. = hf.(X+M.h,Y1 + l L. 1 k 11 , ... ,Y + l L . 1k 1 ); 1J J 1 l=O 1 n l=O 1 n 
m-1 
y*(X+h)=Y.+ l a . k .. , 
J J i=O i 1J 
where the unknowns m, Mi, Lil and ai must be determine d in such a 
way that the expansions of y*(X+h) with r e spect to h agree with 
J 
the expansions of y.(X+h) to a given number of terms. Our object 
J 
is to compute not only the increment of yj' corresponding to an 
increment h of x but also the last term of the Taylor expansions 
that has been taken into account. If we suppose the above m-point 
formula to be of the order r and if we denote the term with hr 
in y.(X+h) by thrdy., we want to compute 
J m-1 J 
thrdy .= l b . k . . • 
J i=O i 1J 
As we shall see later it turns out that it is possible to find 
ai as well as bi at the cost of increasing m by one or two. 
For a system of second-order equations 
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2 2 dy ./dx = f . (x,y1 , ... , y ,dy1 / dx, . . . , dy / dx); y . (X) =Y . ; dy . (X) / dx=Y '. ; J J n n J J J J 
j=l(l)n, 
the c omputing scheme is 
i-1 i-1 
k . . = hf . (X+M.h,Yl+M . Y1' h +h L K. 1k11· ·· ··y +M. Y'h+h \ K . l k l ' 
IJ J l i l=O l n i n 1~0 i n 
i-1 i-1 
Y{ + LN . 1k11 ·· · · ·Y'+ IN.lkl ); 




y'.*<x+h)=Y'.+ L c . k .. , 
J J i=O i lJ 
where again the unknowns must be dete rmined by equating the power 
series for y . (X+h) and y~(X+h), and also those for y'.(X+h) and 
* J J J 
y'. (X+h) . Here we have some freedom since we can choose the order 
J 
of approximation in the two series diffe rently. Nystrom[9] gives 
one formula where the orde r of approximation for y' is four and 
that for y is five. We think howeve r, that, if unequal orders are 
to be used, it would pe rhaps be be tter to use a higher order for 
y' than for y on the ground that, an error in y ' has, in the long 
run, a greater influence o n y than an e rror in y itself. We shall 
see, howe ver, that given an certain amount o f computationa l effort, 
measured by the numbe r of evaluations of f(x,y) pe r step of inte-
gration, the order obtaine d in y is automatically e qual to the 
highest one obtainable in y' . To obtain a highe r order of ap-
proximation in y r e qui-res again more e valuations. In the sequel, 
therefore, we shall deal only with equal orders. Again, letting 
the above m-point formula b e of order r and the rth_order term 
in y . (X+hJ be thrdy., and the rth_order term in y'.(X+h) be thrdy'., 
J J J J 
we then want to compute: 
m-1 
h L B . k . . ; 
i=O i lJ 
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m-1 
th r dy '. = l C. k . . . 
J i=O 1 l.J 
If the functions f. do not depend on dy ./dx, the problem is some-
J J 
what simpler in that the unknowns Nil do not occur . 
In the next three chapters we shall derive and solve, for various 
orders of approximation the equations for the cases 
dy ./dx= f.(x,y 1 , ... ,y ); J J n 
2 2 d y . / dx = f .(x,y1 , . . . ,y ,dy / dx, ... ,dy / dx); J J n 1 n 
2 2 d y. / dx f . (x, y1 , . . . ,y ). J J n 
CHAPTER 2 
First-order equations 
Suppose we have the set of differential equations 
dy. / dx= f . (x,y1 , ... ,y ); y . (X)=Y.; j=l(l)n J J n J J (1) 
For the sake of simplicity we prefer the system 
dy. / dx= f .(y0 ,y1 , ... ,y); y.(X)=Y . ; j=O(l)n, J J n J J (2) 
which is equivalent to (1) if we put x=y
0
, whence 
The Runge-Kutta s c heme of order r with m points is 
i-1 i-1 
k . . = hf.(Y0 + l L . 1k 10 , ... ,Y +I L. 1 k 1 ); j=O(l)n; l=O(l)m-1; (3) lJ J l=O i n l=O l n 
... 
y. (X+h) = 
J 
m-1 
Y.+ l a . k . . ; 




We now must develop y.(X+h) and thrdy . in power series in h. 
J J 
To this end we introduce some notations: 
i) we do not write the arguments off. and of its derivatives, 
J 
ii) fjkl .. shall mean fj(y0 ,y1 , . .. ,yn), differentiated with 




iii) M. = l Lil ,M0 =0; (6) l 1=0 
iv) Lil is defined for l=O(l)i-1, otherwise zero; 
v) the range of the following summation variables, if not re-
defined explicitly, is understood to be 
l=l(l)i-1: p=l(l)l-1: q=l(l)p-1: s=O(l)n: t=O(l)n: u=O(l)n; 
vi) we introduce the differential operator 
We retain terms of order five and find for i ~ 4 
\ 2 \ 2 \ \ l L . 1M1) l 0 ff. +M.( l L. 1M1) l Of Of. l l S S JS l l l S S JS 
+( l L.l l Ll M) l L Off f . t)+h5 (214 M~D4 f .+ 
1 i P p p s t s ts J i 
J 
1 \ 3\3 1 \ 2,2 
-6 ( l L. 1M1) l 0 f f . -+- M. ( l L . 1M1 ) l 0 f 
Of. + 
l l S S JS 2 1 l l S S JS 
~2 M~( l L. 1M) l Of o2f. -+-21 ( l L. 1M1) 2 L l Of Oftf. t+ l l l 1 S S JS l l S t S JS 
s 
l o2f f f. +( l L1. 1M1 l L1PMP) t s ts Jt 1 P 
l Of Of f +M ( l L. 1 l L1 M) l l Of f Of. + t s ts jt i 1 1 P p p s t s ts Jt 
For i < 4 the expression for k. . reduces to: lJ 








k - hf .+h2M3Df .+h
3 (~2 M32D2f .+ ( \ L31M1) l Df f . )+ 3j- J J J i S S JS 
\ \ 5 (1 4 4 1 \ 3 \ D3 
+L 2L21M1 l l Df f f . )+h ~24 MD f .+-6 ( l L31M1) l ff . 3 S t S ts Jt 3 J l S S JS 
Furthermore we have the Taylor series : 
1 2 1 3 2 \ 1 4 3 y . (X+h)= Y .+hf .+-2 h Df .+-6 h (D f .+ l Df f . )+ 24 h (D f .+ J J J J J S S JS J 
l D2f f . +3 l Df Df . + ~ 
S S JS S S JS S 
\ 1 5 4 l Df ft f . ) 120 h (D f.+ t s s Jt J 
l D3 f f . +4 l D2f Df . +6 l Df D2f. +3 l 
S S JS S S JS S S JS S 
s 
s 
l D2 f Df f . +3 l 
s ts J t 
s t 
l l Df f f f . ) . 
t u s ts ut JU 
l Df Dft f . t+4 l 
t s s J s 
l Df Df f. + 
t S t JSt 
l Df f Df. + 
t s ts Jt 
(13) 
* Equating coefficients of powe rs of h in y . (X+h) and in y . (X+h) = 
m-1 J J 
Y .+Ia . k . ., we find 
J i=O 1 1J 
h : l a. = 1 (14a) 
i 1 
h2: l a.M . 1 (15a) 
i l. 1 
- 2 
h3: l a.M~ 1 (16a) 
i 1 1 3 
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l l LilMl 1 (17a) a . 6 
i 1 1 
h4 : l 3 1 (18a) a .M. 4 
i 1 1 
l l 2 1 (19a) a . LilMl = 12 
i 1 1 
l a .M. l LilMl 1 (20a) 8 
i 1 1 1 
la. l L . l l LlpMp 1 (2la) 24 i 1 1 1 p 
h5 : l 4 1 (22a) a .M. 5 
i 1 1 
l l 3 1 (23a) a. LilMl = 2o 
i 1 1 
l a .M. l 2 1 (24a) LilMl i5 
i 1 1 1 
l a . M~ l LilMl 1 (25a) 
i 1 1 1 
10 
l a . ( l L.1Ml)2 1 (26a) 
i 1 1 1 20 
l a . l L . l l L M2 1 (27a) 6o i 1 1 1 p lp p 
l a . l L . lMl l L1PMP 
1 (28a) 
i 1 1 1 p 4o 
l aiMi ll Lil ~ LlpMp 1 (29a) 
i 
30 
l a. l L . l l l 1 (30a) Llp L M 120 
i 1 1 1 p q 
pq q 
For bi' the we ights in the expression for thrdyj' we find a 
similar set of equations, the lefthand side being the same with 
bi replacing ai, and the righthand side being zero in the 
equations r e sulting from terms of h t, t < r and being identical 
to the above righthand side if t=r. The equations of this set 
20 
we denote by (14b)-(30b). 
Next we solve the equations for various values of r. 
r=l 
This is Eulers method. 
r=2 
The equations are 
giving 
a =b =-1--· 1 b b 1 1 2M • ao= -al; o=- 1. 
1 
With M1=1 we find 
k 0 .=hf . CY0 , ... , Y >; J J n 
klj=hfj(Yo+kOO' .. . ,Yn+kon>; 
* y.(X+h)=Y.+(k0 .+k1 .) / 2; J J J J 
2 
th dy.=(-k0 .+k1 .>1 2. J J J 
r=3 










b M +b M +b M =0; 1 1 2 2 3 3 
2 2 2 1 
b1Ml+b2M2+b3M3-3; 
We now try to find a solution with a 3=0, i.e. an integration 
formula with three points and a last term formula with at most 
four points. We find 
If we choose 
we find 
this being Heun's formula. For bi we have the equations 
We choose 
We then find the formula 
hf . (YO, . .. , Y ) ; 
J n 
hfj(Y0 +k00; 3, ... ,Yn+k0n / 3); 
hfj(Y0 +2k10; 3, .. . ,Yn+2k1n / 3); 
.... 
y.(X+h)= Y.+(k0 .+3k2 .) / 4; J J J J 
* * k 3 .= hf .(y0 (X+h), ... ,y (X+h)); J J n 
3 
th dyj= (k0j-3k2j+2k3j) / 2. 
3 
As extra point for the computation o f th dy. we use 
* * J y0 (X+h), ... ,yn(X+h), this being the 
starting point of the next 
integration step, and which has to be computed anyway. In case 
of acceptance one has to do only three evaluations off. per J 
step. A formula of this type is ideal because (since, with a 
21 
good strategy for extrapolation of the step length, rejections 
are rare) one has not do any extra work for determining the last 
term taken into account. 
For r=4 and r=5 we did not find formulas using the starting 
22 
point of the next integration step as "extra" point . 
~ 
The equations are 
l a . =1 l b.=0 
i l. i l. 
l 1 l b.M.=0 aiMi-2 
i i l. l. 
l 2 1 l 2 aiMC3 b.M . =0 
i i l. l. 
l l 1 l b . l LilMl=O ai LilMl-6 l. i 1 i 1 
l 3 1 l 3 1 aiMC4 biMi=4 
i i 
l a. I 2 1 l b . l 2 1 LilMl-12 LilMl =Ui 
i l. 1 i l. 1 
l a .M. l 1 l b .M. l 1 LilMl=S LilMl =g 
i l. l. 1 i l. l. 1 
1 l L. 1 l 1 l b . l Lil L 1 a . LlpMp-24; L lpMp=24· l. 1 l. p i l. 1 i p 
To obtain the four point Runge-Kutta integration formula with a 
4 five point formula forth dy . we put 
J 
1 1 . 1 
ao=a3=6; al=a2=3; a4=0; Ml=M2=2; M3=l; 
1 
L2o=L3o=L31=0; Llo=L21=2; L32=1 · 
The equations for bi are 
(b1 +b2) / 2+b3+b4M4=0; 





) / 4+b3+b4M4=0; 
b0 +b1 +b2+b3+b4=o; 
b4(L41+L42) / 2+b4L43=-b2/ 4-b3 / 2; 
1 
b4(L41+L42) / 4+b4L43=-b2/ 8-b3/ 4"12; 
1 
b4(L41+L42) / 8+b4L43M4=-b2/ 8-b3/ 2+g; 
i 
1 b4L42/2+b4L43=-b3/2~ . 
We have 8 equations with 9 unknowns . Choosing M =~we find 4 4 
The fourth order formula is 
hf .(Y0 , .. .,Y) i J n 
hfj(Y0 +k001 2, .. . ,Yn+k0n1 2>; 
k 2J.= hf .
(Y +k 0 ; 2, ... ,Y +k / 2); J 0 1 n ln 
k 3J. hf (Y0 +k O' .. . ,Y +k ) ; j 2 n 2n 
k 4 j hfj(Y0 +(5k00+7k10+13k 20-k30) / 32, . . . ,Yn+(5k0n+7k1n+l3k2n 
-k3n) / 32); 
* y,(X+h)= Y .+(k0 .+2(k1 .+k 2 . )+k3 .) / 6; J J J J J J 
4 2 
th dy j= 3<-k0j+3(klj+k2j+k3j)-8k4j). 
r=5 
23 
The equations to be solved are (14a)-(30a)and the set (14b)-(30b) 
that is obtained in the following way : replace a 1 by bi in 
(14a)-(30a) and, to obtain (14b)-(2lb) replace the righthand 
side by zero. To solve these 34 equations we try to use seven 
points, or 35 unknowns . We begin by adding to the set the 
following 12 equations 
a 1 = O; (3la) b1= O; (31b) 
l 2 (32) l 2 M3/ 3· L21Ml= M2/ 2; L21Ml= (37) 1 1 2 , 
l 2 l 2 3 L31Ml= M3 / 2; (33) L31Ml= M3! 3; (38) 1 1 
l 2 (34) l 2 3 L41Ml= M4 / 2; L41Ml= M4 / 3; (39) 1 1 
24 
l 2 (35) l L M2= 3 (40) L51Ml= M5 / 2; M5! 3; 1 1 51 1 
l 2 (36) l 2 M3 / 3 (41) L61Ml= M6 / 2; L61Ml= 1 1 6 . 
Substitution of these additional equations into the original 
ones shows that a number of them reduce to identities. 
Using (32)-(36) and (16a), the lefthand side of (17a) is 
la. l L. 1M1= ~ aiM 21. / 2-61 . i 1 1 1 i 
Thus (17a) is satisfied. 
Similarly, using (37)-(41) and (18a), the lefthand side of (19a) 
is 
Thus (19a) is satisfi ed. 
Again, using (32)-(36) and (18a) we have 
Thus (20a) is satisfied. 
Using (37)-(41) and (22a) we have 
\ 4 1 f aiMi / 3=15, 
i 
showing that (24a) is satisfied. 
And 
Thus (25a) is satisfied. 
Again, 
showing that (26a) is satisfied. 
Using (32)-(36) and (23a) we have 
i 
I a . 
1 
L L M = lp p p 
Thus (28a) is satisfied. 
Using (32)-(36), (37)-(41) and (18a) 
i-1 
La. L L . 1 L L1 M =La. L L. 1M~/2= 
we have 
i-1 
L .a . L L . 1M~/2- L 
i 1 1 1 p p p i 11=2 1 i 11=1 1
 i 
Thus (18a) may be replaced by L aiLi1 =0. 
i 
Again using (32)-(36), 
L a .M. L L . 1 L L M = i 1 1 1 1 p lp p 
(37)-(41) and (22a) 
i-1 
L a.hl . L L . M2/ 2= L 
i 1 11=2 11 1 i 
Thus (29a) may be replaced by L aiMiLi 1=0. 
i 
Finally, using (37)-(41), (23a) we have 
I a. 
1 i 
i-1 3 . 
a . L L. 1M/3= L 1 1=2 1 i 
showing that (27a) is satisfied. 
we have 
i-1 
a.M. L L . 1M~/2-1 11=1 1 
25 
All results obtained above remain unchanged if we replace ai by bi. 
The set of equations now is (31)-(41) and 
l ai=l; ( 42a) , I b.=0; (42b) 1 
i i 
I 1 (43a) I biMi=O; (43b) aiMi-2; 
i i 
I 2 1 (44a) I b . M~=O (44b) 
i 
aiMi=3; 
i 1 1 
26 
l 3 1 (45a) l b M3=0 · (45b) aiMi=4; 
i i 
i i , 
l aiLil=O; (46a) l biLil=O; (46b) 
i i 
l 4 1 (47a) l b M4_!. (47b) aiMC5; 
i i 
i i - 5' 
l a . l 3 1 (48a) l b. l 3 1 (48b) 
. 1 l LilMl-20; 1 1 LilMl- 20; 1 i 
l aiMi Lil=O; ( 49a) l biMiL il=O ; (49b) 
i i 
l l L . 1 l Llp l L 1 (50a) l b . l L . l l L l L Ill 1 a. Mq=120; 1 1 1 p pq 1 1 1 lp pq q 120 i q i p q (50b) 
being 30 equations with 35 unknowns. To simpli f y this set we 
introduce 
l a . L . 2= a 2 (1-M2); (51) l b L -b {1-M ) / 4 · (54) .. 1 1 i 12 2 2 , 1 i 
l aiLi3 a 3 (1-M 3); (52) l biLi3 -b (1-M ) / 4 · (55) i i 3 3 , 
l aiLi4 a/1-M4); (53) l biLi4= -b (1-M ) / 4 · (56) i i 4 4 , 
M = 5 1 j (57) 
M = 6 1 · , (58) 
L65=0. (59) 
(59) means that the c omputation of k 6 is independent of k5 . 
For the lefthand side of (48a) we find 
6 i-1 3 5 3 6 4 3 6 l a . l L . M = l M l a . L. = l M l a 1. L1. 1= i=2 11=1 11 1 1=1 1 i=l+l 1 11 1=2 1 i=l+l 
\ 3 1 
l 1111 al (1-Ml)-20. 
1 
Thus (48a) is satisfied. The same holds for (48b). 
For the lefthand side of (50a) we find 
Thus (50a) and (50b) are satisfied. 
We shall see that four more equations are dependent. Writing 
we determine p and q. We have 
6 i-1 5 6 4 1 
_l ail Lill\\= L Ml. l aiLil= l Mlal(l-Ml)+M5a5L65-6. 
i=2 l=l 1=1 i=l+l l=l 
On the other hand, 
6 i-1 1 4 2 1 l a. l L.lMl-2 l a.M .+pa5+qa6-6 
i=2 il=l i i=2 i i 
Furthermore, 
6 i-1 
l b . L L. 1M1 =0 and i=2 il=l i 
1 1 (p-2)b5+(q-2)b6. 
1 1 Thus, p-2 and q-2 
and equations (35) and (36) are satisfied. 
In the same way we find that (40) and (41) may be omitted. 
So finally we have 31 equations with 35 unknowns: 
I a = l • (57a) I b.= O; 1 , i i i 
(57b) 
I M - ~- (58a) I biMi=O; 
i 





l a . M~= l 1 1 3; 
i 
l L21M1= M~/2; 1 















l biLi 2= -b2 (1-M 2) / 4; i 
l biLi 3= -b3 (1-M3) / 4; i 
l b 1L14= -b4 (1-M 4 ) / 4; i 















To solve these we tr} .a5=b6=o .. If we succeed, then, with L65=0, 
we have found a six point integration formula and a six point 
5 formula forth dy., with the advantage that in order to find 
J 
whether the step is acceptable, one has to compute six points, 
and only if the step is accepted, need one compute another point. 
From (72) and (75) we have 
3 3 
Ml-2 M2; L21-4 M2. 
29 
From (73) and (76) we f ind 
3 2 2 2 2 
L31=4 M3( 3M2-2M3)/M2; L32=-M3(M2-M3)/M2' 
and from (74) and (77) 
3 2 9 2 
L41=<4Af4< 3M2-2M4)-2 M3(M2-M3)L43)/M2; 
2 2 
L42=(-M4(M2-M4)+3M3(Ml-M3)L43) ; M2. 
Substituting the expressions found for M1 , L21 , L31 , L32 , L41 and 
L42 into (70) and (71), and using (62) and (66) we find 

































and a similar equation with ai replaced by bi. This equation, 
together with (58a), (59a), (60a) and (61a) forms five linear 
equations for a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and a 5 , thus giving the condition 
From the corresponding b-equations it follows that 
L43 -M4(M2-M4) (M3-M4) ·/M3/ (M2-M3) / 3, 
or M2=2M 3 (1+4M3 ) . 
We still have two free parameters. Our aim has been to use the m 
to make at least the a . positive (This is the reason why we did 
l. 
not use, as integration formula, the one given by Kutta, as 
corrected by Nystrom[9]; this formula h as nega tive weights). 
This condition can be· satisfied and e ven l eaves some freedom 
of choice. That is why, using the Electrologica Xl computer, we 
varied the two free parameters to find a formula which, in 
addition, has only positive Li 1 . In this we did not succeed. The 
most acceptable choice was 
resulting in 
30 
Our fifth order formula is 
koj=hfj(Y0 , ... ,Yn); 
2 2 
klj=hfj(Yo"'9 koo• ... ,Yn"'9 kon>; 
k 2j=hfj(Y0 +(k00+3k10>112 , ... ,Yn+(k0n+3k1n)/12); 
k 3 j=hfj(Y0 +(k00+3k20) / 8, ... ,Yn+(k0n+3k2n)/8); 
k 4 j=hfjCY0 +(53k00-13sk10+12Gk20+sGk30>112s, .. , 
Yn+(53k0n-135k1n+l26k2n+56k3n) / 125); 
ksj=hfj(Y0 +(-63k00+1S9k10-3sk20-112k30+sok40>12s, ... , 
Y +(-63k0 +189k1 -36k2 -112k3 +sok4 ) / 28); n n n n n n 
k 6 j=hfjCY0 +Cl33k00-378k10+27Gk20+112k30+2sk40>11ss, ... , 
y +(133k
0 
-37Sk1 +27Gk2 +i12k3 
+2sk4 ) / 168); n n n n n n 
* y.(X+h)=Y .+ (35k0 .+162k2 .+125k4 .+14k 5 .) / 336; J J J J J J 
5 
th dyj=(2lk0j-162k2j+224k3j-125k4j+42k6j) / 14. 
In order to determine whether an integration step is acceptable, one 
5 has to compute th dyj which necessitates the computation of k0 , k1 , 
k 2 , k 3 , k 4 and k 6 but not that of k5 . Only in case of acceptance 
has k5 to be calculated. 
The weights a 0 , a 2 , a 3
, a 4and a 5 in the integration formula are all 
positive . The influence of rounding errors on dy. is therefore 
J 
minimized. Only some of the Lil are negative. This does not matter 
very much since rounding errors influence the result only in terms 




Second order e quations with first derivatives 
Suppose we have the set of differential equations 
dy.(X) / dx=Y'.; j =l(l)n . 
J J 
For the sake of simplicity we prefer 
2 2 
d yj / dx =f j(y0 ,y1 , . .. ,yn,dy0/ dx,dy 1/ dx, ... , dyn/ dx); yj(X)=Yj; 
dy.(X) / dx=Y'.; j=O(l)n, 
J J 
which is equivalent to (1) if we put x =y0 , whence 
The Runge-Kutta scheme of order r with m points is 
i-1 i-1 
k .. =hf.(Y0 +h(M.v0•+ l K. 1 k10), ... ,Y +h(M.Y'+ Z: K. 1k 1 , 1J J 1 l=O 1 n 1 n l=O 1 n 
i-1 i-1 
Yo+ Z:N.lklO,. .. ,Y'+ z:N.lkl ); j=O(l)n; i=O(l)m-1; 
1=0 1 n 1=0 1 n 
* m-1 
y.(X+h)=Y.+hY'.+h l A . k .. 






thrdy'.= l b . k ... 
J i=O 1 1J 
* * r r We now must develop y.(X+h), y'. (X+h), th dy. and th dy'. in 
J J J J 
power series in h. 









i) we do not write the arguments of f. and of its derivatives, J 
if they are 
ii) f .kl , will mean f .(y0 , .. . ,y ,dy0/ dx, . .. ,dy / dx), dif-J m . . . J n n 
ferentiated with r e spec t to yk,y 1 ,dym/ dx, et c
, in 
iii) Kil and Nil are de f ined for l=O(l)i-1, and a r e othe rwise zero; 
iv) the range of the following summati on variables, if not re-
defined e xplicitl y , is und e rstood t o be 
l=l(l)i-1; p=l(l)l-1; q=l(l)p-1; s=O(l)n; t=O(l)n; u=O(l)n; 
v) we introduce the diffe rential operato rs 
D= L (y' a1-+f ~) and E= ~ f 
s s ys s y s s s 
(7) 
To simplify the results a great deal, we introduce t h e equations: 
l 1 2 Kil=z Mi; 
1 
(8) 
l Nil=Mi . 
1 
(9) 
We retain t e rms of orde r f ive and find, f or i ~ 4 
k . . =hf .+h
2
M. Df . +h 3 (~21 2 (D2+E)f .+ ( I N . lMl") l Df f. ,)+ 
l.J J l. J l. J 1 l. s s J s 
h 4< ( l K" !Ml) l Df f. +-21 ( I N . 1M21) l (D2 +E) f f . '+ 
1 l. S S JS 1 l. S S JS 
( l Nill N1PMP) L Lt Dfsfts'fjt'+~(D3 +3DE)fj+Mi( L1 NilMl) 1 p s 
l DfsDfjs')+h5 (~( L KilM~) L (D 2+E)f f . +( l K. 1 I N1 M) S 1 S S JS 1 l. p p p 
I 
s 
l Df f , f . + ( l Ni 1 I KlpMp) I 
t s ts Jt 1 P s 
34 
2 1 3 l (D +E)f f ,f . ,+-6 ( l NilMl) t s ts Jt 1 
( l N. l l N l N M ) l l l Df f , f , f . , +M. ( l K. 1M1) 1 i lp pq q t s ts ut JU i 1 i p q s u 
l Df Df. +.( l N . 1M~) l CD2+E)f Df. , +M.( l N. 1 l N1 M) S S JS i l i S S JS i l 1 p p p 
l Df (D 2+E)f. ,+-21 < l N. 1M1>2 L l Df Df f. 't'). S S JS l i S t S t JS 
For i <4, the expression for k .. reduces to iJ 
hfj; 
2 1 3 2 2 1 4 3 3 1 5 4 
hf j +h M1 Df j ~h Ml (D +E) f j +sh M1 (D +3DE) f J 74h M1 
4 2 2 (D +60 E+3E ) f . ; 
J 
2 3 1 2 2 'i' hf .+h M2Df .+h (~2 2 CD +E)f .+N 21M1 l Off. ,)+ J J J S S JS 
l LDfDftf . 't'); 






L Df Df f . It I) . 
t S t JS 
(14) 
Furthermore, we have the Taylor series 
1 2 1 3 1 4 2 \ 
y . (X+h) =Y . +h.Y '. +-2h f . +-6h Df . +-.,-24h ( (D +E) f . + l Df f . I) + 
J J J J J J S S JS 
1 5 3 \ 2 \ \ 
120h ((D +3DE)f . + L (D +E)f f. ,+3 l Df Df. ,+ l Df f. + J S S JS S S JS S S JS 
L l Df ft ,f . t,) j 
s t s s J 
1 2 1 3 2 \ 
y'.(X+h)= Y'.+hf .+-2h Df .+-6h ((D +E)f .+ L Df f. ,)+ J J J J J S S JS 
(15) 
14 3 \ 2 \ \ 
-4h ( (D +3DE) f . + l (D +E) f f . I +3 l Df Df . I+ l Df f . + 
2 J S S JS S S JS S S JS 
\\ 1 5 4 2 2 l l Df f ,f. ,) 120h ((D +6D E+3E )f .+ s t s ts Jt J 
l (D3 +3DE) f f . I +4 L (D 2 +E) f Df . I+ L (D2 +E) f f . + 
, S JS S S JS S S JS 
s 
l l (D2 +E)f f If . t I+ l 
s t s ts J s 
L Df f ,f . + l L Df f f . ,+ 
t s ts Jt s t s ts Jt 
3 l l Df Df ,f .t,+ L 
s t s ts J s 
l L Df f ,f t'f . ,+4 l Df Df. + 




l Df f ,Df . I +6 
t s ts Jt 
l Df Ef. I +3 l 
S JS 
s s 
Equating coefficients of powers of h in 
m-1 
y . (X+h) and y".°(X+h)= Y.+hY'.+h l A.k . ., 
J J J J i=O l l J 
and 
m-1 
y'.(X+h) and y'.*(X+h) = Y'.+ l a . k . . , 
J J J i=O i lJ 
we fi nd 
l A . = 1 
i l 
2; 
l A.M.= 1 
i l l 
6; 
l 2 1 A.M.= 12; 
i l l 
l A. l NilMl= 1 24; 
i l 1 
l A. l 1 Kil Ml= 120; 
i l 1 
l A. l N M2 = 1 
i l 1 il 1 
60; 
l 3 1 A.M.= 20; 
i l l 
l A .M. l NilMl= 1 40; 
i l l 1 
l A. l Nil l N M = 1 
i l. 1 lp p 
120; 
p 
h: l a = 1· l. ' i 
l a.M.= 1 
i l. l 
2; 














h3: l 2 1 (28a) a . M.= 3; 
i 1 1 
l a . l N.lMl= 1 (29a) 
i 1 1 1 
6; 
h 4. l a . M~= 1 (30a) 
i 1 1 
4; 
l a. l N M2= 1 (31a) 
. 1 1 il 1 12; 
1 
la.M. l N . lMl= 1 (32a) 
i 1 1 1 1 
8; 
l l Nil l N M = 1 (33a) a . 24; 
i 1 1 
lp p p 
l l Kil Ml 1 (34a) a . 24; 1 i 1 
hs: l 4 1 (35a) a .M. = 5; 1 1 i 
l i NilM~= 1 (36a) a . 20; 1 i 
l l 2 1 (37a) a . M. Nil~\= 15; 1 1 
i 1 
l a.M 2 l 1 N M = 10' (38a) 1 1 il 1 i 1 
~ ai( ~ NilM1)2= 1 (39a) 20; 
1 
l l N · 1 l N M2= 1 (40a) a . 60; 1 1 1 lp p i p 
l LNMLNM= 1 (41a) a 40; i il 1 lp p i 1 p 
l l N . 1 l N1 M = 
1 (42a) a . M. 30; 
i 1 1 1 1 p p p 
l a . l N.l l Nl l N M = ~20; (43a) 
i 1 1 1 p p q pq q 





l a. 1 i 
l a. 1 i 
For B. and 
1 







l KilMl= 1 30; 
1 
l 1 Kil N M = 120; lp p p 
Nil l K M = 1 120· lp p p 
bi' the weights in the expressions for thrdyj and 




being the same with Bi replacing ai, and the righthand side being 
zero in the equations resulting from t e rms of ht, t< rand being 
identical to the above righthand side if t=r. The equations of 
this set we denote by (17b)-(47b) . 
Next we solve the equations for various values of r. 
r=l 
kOj hf/Y0 , .. . ,Yn,Y0, .. . ,Y~); 
* y . (X+h) = Y . +hY '.; 
J J J 
* Y I (X+h)= Y'+k . j j Oj' 
1 th dy .= hY I. J j, 
th1dy'.= k J Oj 
r=2 
The equations are 
ao+a1= 1; bo+b1= 0 








AO+Al= 2; 2 
with M1 =1 we find 
hf . CY0 , .. . , y , Y0', ... , y • > ; J n n 
hfj(Yo+hYc) •... ,Yn+hY~,Yc)+kOO' .. . ,Y~+kon); 
* y.(X+h)= Y.+h(Y'.+k0 ./ 2); J J J J 
.... 
Yj (X+h)= Yj+(k0 j+k1 j) / 2; 
2 
th dyJ= h k0 /2; 
th
2
dyj= (-k0 j+k1 j) / 2 . 
r=3 
We try four points. The equations are 





2 2 2 1 
b1Ml+b2M2+b3M3= 3; 
39 
If we put A.= a.(1-M . ) then the equations for A
1
. automatically are 
1 1 l. 
fulfilled if we use the values obtained by solving the equations 
for a ·The same holds for the B-equations if we put B . =-b.(1-M . ) / 2. i l. 1 1 
As solution for a. and b . we use the solution given in chapter 2 
l. l. 
(r=3) . 
Thus we have 
hf . (Y , ... ,Y ,Y0', . . . ,Y'); J o n n 
hfJ<v0 +h(6Y0+k00>11s, . .. ,Yn+h(6Y~+k0n> 11s,v0+k00;3, ... , 
Y'+k / 3) · 
n On ' 
k 2J hfj<v0 +h(6Y0+2k00>; 9, .. . ,vn+h(6Y~+2k0n> ;9,Y0+2k10;3, . .. , 
Y'+2k / 3) · 
n ln ' 
.... 
y.(X+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+(k0 .+k2 .) / 4); J J J J J 
.... 
y'. (X+h)= Y '. +(k0 .+3k2 . ) / 4; J J J J 
k .= hf . (y .... o(X+h), .. . ,y'""(X+h) ,yo'*(X+h), ... ,y'*(X+h)); 
3J J n n 
3 
th dyj= h(-k0j+k2j) / 4; 
40 
where, in case of acceptance, only three evaluations of f. are 
3 J 




We use five points. Writing thi s time 
A .= a.(1-M.) and B . = -b . (1-M.) / 3, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
we again need not con s i der the equations for Ai and Bi. Of the 
remaining s et (26a,b)-(34a,b) all e quations but (34a,b) are 
solved by the solution of the first o rder equati ons , r =4. 
(chapter 2). Insertion of this solution in (34a, b) gives 
4K21+2(K31+K32)= 1 ; 
24(K21 +K31 +K32)-64K41 -128K42-96K43= 1. 
A solution is 
1 7 11 
2; K40= 64; K41= 64 






hf . <Y0 , ... , Y
 , Y0', ... , Y
 ·) ; 
J n n 
hfj(Y0 +h(4Y0 +k00); s, . .. ,Yn +h(4Y~+k0n> ; s,Y0 +k0012, ... ,Y~+k0n;2); 
hfj(Y0 +h(4Y0 +k00); s, ... ,Yn+h(4Y~+k0n) / 8,Y0+k10; 2, ... , Y~+k1n;2); 
hfj(Yo+h(2Y0+k20) / 2, ... ,Yn +h(2Y~+k2n) / 2,Yo+k20' .. . ,Y~+k2n) ; 
hfj(Y0 +h(48Y0 +7k00+1lk10) / 64 , .. . ,Yn+h(48Y~+7k0n+llk1n) /64, 
Y0'+ (5k00+7k 0 +13k 0-k 0 >; 32, ... ,Y '+(sk0 +7k +13k -k 
) / 32); 
1 2 3 n n ln 2n 3n 
y;(X+h)= Yj+h(Yj+Ck0 j+k1 j+k2j) / 6); 





The set of equations to be solved is (71a,b)-(47a,b). If we put 
A = a. ( 1-M . ) and B . = - b . ( 1-M . ) I 4, i 1 1 1 1 1 
we need not consider the equations for Ai and Bi . 
We use the seven point solution for first order equations with 
r=5. The remaining equations are (34,a,b) ,(44a,b)-(47a,b) . After 
substitution of the values for ai , bi' Mi, Nil they reduce to ten 
linear equations in the fifteen unknowns Ki 1 ; i=2(1)6; l=l(l)i-1. 
We tried to make use of the free parameters to find Kil that are 
positive. We nearly succeeded. The best solution we found was 
We chose K65=0 in order that, with N65=0, the computation of k 6j 
is independent of k 5 j . The fifth order formula is 
hf . (Y0 , . .. , Y , y 0•,. . . , y • > ; J n n 
hf j CY0 +h(l8Y0+2k00> / 81, ... , Yn +h(l8Y~ +2k0n> ; 81, Y0~k00 , . .. , 
y~~kOn); 
k 2j hfjCY0 +h(6Y0+k00) ; 18, ... ,Yn+h(6Y~+k0n) /18,Y0+Ck00+3k10> 112, ... , 
Y'+(k0 +3k ) / 12) ; n n ln 
k 3j hfjCY0 +h(8Y0+k00+k20>; 16, ... ,Yn+h(8Y~+k0n+k2n> ;16,Y0+ 
Ck00+3k 0 > / 8, . . ., Y • + (k0 +3k > / 8) ; 2 n n 2n 
k4J' hf ,(Yo+h(lOOY'+12koo+28k30) / 125, ... ,Y +h(100Y'+12k +28k ) / 125, J o n n On 3n 
Y0+(53k00-135k10+126k20+56k30) ; 125, ... , 
Y'+(53k0 -135k1 +126k2 +56k3 ) / 125); n n n n n 
k 5 j hfj<Y0 +h(56Y0+1k00+36k20-15k40>; 56, ... , 
Y +h(56Y'+7k0 +36k -15k ) / 56, n n n 2n 4n 
42 
Y~+(-63k0n+189k1n-36k2n-112k3n+50k4n) /28); 
k 6j= hfj<Y0 +h(336Y0+21k00+92k20+ssk40) / 336, .. . , 
h(336Y~+21k0n+92k2n+55k4n) /336, 
Y0+<133k00-31sk10+276k20+112k30+2sk40) ; 16s, . . . , 
Y~+(l33k0n-378k1 n+276k2n+ll2k3n+25k4n) /168); 
* y . (X+h)= Y . +h(Y'. + (35k0 .+108k2 .+25k4 .) / 336; J J J J J J 
* y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(35k0 .+162k2 .+125k4 .+14k . ) / 336; J J J J J 5J 
5 
th dy . h(-21k0 .+1osk 2 . -112k .+25k .) / 56 ; J J J 3J 4J 
th
5
dyj= (2lk0j-162k2j+224k3j-125k4j+42k6j) / 14 . 
CHAPTER 4 
Second order equations without first derivatives 
For the set of equations 
we have, for the m-point formula of orde r r 
i-1 i-1 
k . . = hf . (Yo+h(M.Yo+ l K. lklO), . . . ,Y +h(M.Y'+ l K. lkl )); (2) 
1J J 1 l=O 1 n 1 n l=O 1 n 
m-1 
y ~ (X+h) = Y . +h (Y '. + l A . k .. ) ; ( 3) 
J J J i =O 1 1J 
m-1 
y'.*(X+h)= Y'.+ l a.k .. ; (4) 
J J i=O i 1J 
5 m-1 
thdy.=hLB . k .. ; <s> 
J i=O 1 1J 
m-1 
th5 dy'.= l b.k. .. (6) 
J i=O i 1J 
The set of equations is the same as that in the previous chapter, 
with Nil=O. 




l A .M. = 1 (Sa) 
. 1 1 6; 
1 
l A . M~= 1 (9a) 12; 
i 1 1
 
l A . l Kil Ml= 1 (lOa) 
i 1 1 
120; 
l 3 1 (lla) A .M. = 20; 
i 1 1
 




h2 : I a .M. = 1 (13a) 
i 
]. ]. 2; 
h3 : I 2 1 (14a) a .M. = 3; 
i 
]. ]. 
h 4 : I a . M~= 1 (16a) 
i 
]. ]. 4; 




h5· I 4 1 (18a) a .M. = 5; 
i 
]. ]. 




I a.M . I Kil Ml= 1 (20a) 30; 
i 1 1 1 
For Bi and bi a similar set of equations e xists; the lefthand side 
is obtained from the above lefthand side, by replacing Ai by Bi 
and a . by b . ; the righthand side is zero f o r equations resulting 
]. 1 t 
from tenns of h , t < r and identical to the above if t = r . The 
equations of this set we shall denote by (7b)-(20b) . 
Next we solve the equations for various values of r. 
r=l 
k0 J. hf . (Y, .. . ,Y); J 0 n 
* y . (X+h) = Y . +hY '.; 
J J J 
* Yj (X+h)= Yj+k0 j; 
1 th dy .= hY I. 
J j' 
th1 dy'.= k 
J Oj 
r=2 
hf . (Y0 , . .. ,Y ); J n 
kl . hf . (Yo+hYo' , .. . , y +hY f ) ; J J n n · 
y;(X+h)= Yj+h(Yj+k0 j / 2); 
45 
r=3 







2; blMl +b2M2= O; 
2 2 1 2 2 1 
alMl +a2M2= 3; blMl +b2M2= 3' 
with A.= a . (1-M.) and B . = -b . (1-M.) / 2; i=0(1)2 . 
1 1 1 l 1 1 
We try to find a two point integration formula; thus, a 2=0. 
Furthermore we want to use as third point the starting point of 
the next integration step, thus M2= 1 and K20= A0 
and K21 = A1 . 
We find 
1 3 
ao= 4; al= 4; 
A l A - _!.. 
o= 4; 1- 4' 
1 3 
bo= 2; b1=- 2; 
a = 2 O; 
A = 2 O; 
b = 2 1; 
8 0= ~; B1=- ~· B2= O; 
M = 1 
M = 2 
2 1 1 
KlO= 9; K20 4; K21= 4' 
\ 1 2 
using l Kil= i'1i. 
1 
Thus the formula is 




hfj(Y0 +h(6Y0+2k00) / 9, .. . ,Yn+h(6Y~+2k0n) /9); 
.... 
y . (X+h)= Y . +h(Y'.+(k0 .+k1 .) / 4); J J J J J 
.... 
y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+3k1 .} / 4; J J J J 
.... .... 
k 2 .= hf .(y0 (X+h), ... ,y (X+h)); J J n 
3 
th dyj= h(k0 j-klj) / 2; 
46 
Therefore, in case the steps are accepted, the computation of two 
function values gives third order accuracy; i .e . the work to be 
done is the same as for r=2. 
r=4 
The solution for r=4 is easily obtained from the corresponding one 
derived for second order equations with first derivative occuring, 
by observing that the expressions, obtai ned for klj ~nd k 2j, only 
differ in the actual parameters substituted for the fo rmal para-
meters dy
1
. / dx in the functions f . (y , . . . ,y ,dy0 / ctx, . . . ,dy / dx). J O n n 
Hence, 
hf . (YO, ... , Y ) ; J n 
hfj(Y0+h(4Y~+k00) / 8, ... ,Yn+h(4Y~+k0n) / 8); 
hf .(Yo+h(2Yo'+kl0) / 2, ... ,Y +h(2Y'+k ) / 2); J n n ln 
... 
y.(X+h)= Y . +h(Y'. + (k0 .+2k .) / 6); J J J J lJ 
... 
y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+4k1 .+k2 .) / 6; J J J J J 
4 





h(2k0 . -6k .+4k .) ; 9; J lJ 3J 
~(-k +6k +3k -Bk ) . 3 Oj lj 2j 3j 
To find a formula for this case we firstly construct a four point 
integration formula with positive coefficients and we ights. 
The equations are 
l 1· l 4 1 a . = a .M.= 5; l. ' l. l. i i 
l a.M . = 1 l l 1 2; a. KilMl= 24; 
i l. l. i l. 1 
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l a.M~= 1 l l K M2- 1 3; a. 60; 1 1 1 il c i i 1 
l a .M3= 1 l l 1 4' a.M . KilMl= 30 " 1 1 1 1 i i 1 
These are 15 equations in 17 unknowns. We solve them, choosing M3=1. 
We find 
Ml (3-5M2) / (5-lOM 2); a 0 = (lOM1M2-l)/M1 / M2 ; 
a
1 
(-5+10M2) / 60; M1 / (l-M1) / (M 2-M1); 
a 2 (5+10M 2) / 60;M 2/ (l-M2) / (M 2-M1 ); 
a 3 (15-20(M1 +M2)+30M1M2) / 60/ (l-M2) / (1-M1); 
1 K21 = I2Q/M1 / (l-M2) ; a 2 ; K32= (2-5M1 ) / 120/M2/ (M 2-M1 ) / a 3 ; 
K31= ((4-5M 2)(M 2-M1)-(2-5M1)(1-M2)) / 120/M1 / (l-M2)/{M2-M1)
;a3 . 
Letting M1~ M2 , then we have the conditions : 
0 1 ao .; or MlM2 ~10; 
0 1 al > or M2 ~2; 
= 
0 1 a2 .; or Ml ;_ 2; 
a 3 > 0 or (6-sqrt(6)) /10~ M2,; (6+sqrt(6)) / 10; 
2 
or M1~ 5i 
7 
or 10 _;M 2 ;, (5+sqrt(5)) / 10; 
3 K20 ~ 0 or (5+sqrt(5) ) /10~ M2 ;, 4 . 
Thus M2= (5+sqrt(5)) / 10. 
The integration formula is 
p= sqrt(5); 
hf .(Y0 , ... ,Y); J n 
hfj(Y0 +hC(10-2p)Y0+<3-p)k00>1 20, ... ,Yn+h((10-2p)Y~+<3-p) 
k0n) / 20); 
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k2j hfj(Yo+h((l0+2p)Yo+(3+p)k10) / 20, ... ,Yn+h((l0+2p)Y~+(3+p) 
k1n) / 20); 
k3 j hfj(Y0 +h(4Y0+c-1+p)k00+<3-p)k20) ; 4, .. . ,Yn+h(4Y~+(-l+p)k0n+ 
(3-p)k2n) / 4); 
... 
y . (X+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+(2k0 .+(5+p)k1 .+(5-p)k2 .) / 24); J J J J J J 
... 
Yj (X+h)= Yj+(k0 j +5(k1 j +k 2j)+k3j) / 12. 
To find the expressions for th5dy . and th5dy'., we must solve: 
J J 
l b . = O; l 4 1 b .M.= 5; l l l i i 
l b .M.= O; l b . l KilMl = o · 
' l l l 1 i i 
l b . M~= O; l b . l K M2- 1 60; i l l i l 1 il c 
l 3 l l K - !___ b .M.= O; b .M. ilMl- 30 . 
i l l i l l 1 
We tried in vain, using one extra point, to solve this system. 
So, we had to use two extra points in this case. As second point 
we use the starting point of the next integration step. The 
5 5 formulas forth dy . and th dy '. are 
J J 
k 4 j hfj<Y0 +hC192Y0+18k00+p(3p+7>k10+p(3p-7>k20>; 384, .. . , 
Y +h(l92Y'+18k +p(3p+7)k +p(3p-7)k ) / 384); 
n n On ln 2n 
... .... 
k . hf. (y0 (X+h), ... , y (X+h)); 5J J n 
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Summary of formulas 
We now give a summary of the formulas obtained in the preceding 
chapters. In the derivations, we assumed that, in the righthand 
side of the differential equations, the independent variable did 
not occur. Here, however, we give the formulas with the indepen-
dent variable in the righthand side. 
dy. / dx= f . (x,y1 , ... ,y ); y . (X)=Y.; j=l(l)n. J J n J J 
r=2 
hf. (X, Y1 , ... , Y ) ; J n 
klj hfj(X+h,Y1 +k01 , . .. ,Yn+k0n); 
y~(X+h)= Y .+(k0 .+k1 .)/2; J J J J 
2 
th dyj= (-k0 j+k1 j) / 2 . 
r=3 
hf.(X,Y1 , ... ,Y); J n 
klj hfj(X+h/ 3,Y1 +k01 / 3, ... ,Yn+k0n / 3); 
2 2 2 
k2j hfj(X~h,Yl~kOl' ... ,Yn~kon); 
y~(X+h)= Y.+(k0 .+3k2 . ) / 4; J J J J 
k .= hf . (X+h,y*1 (X+h), . .. ,y*(X+h)); 3J J n 
3 




kO. hf . (X, Y1 , ... , Y ) ; J J n 
klj hf j (X+h/ 2, Y1 +k01 ; 2, ... , Yn +k0n / 2) ; 
k 2 j hf j (X+h / 2, Y1 +k11 1 2, ... , Yn +k1 n : 2); 
kJj hfj(X+h,Y1 +k21 , ... ,Yn+k2n); 
y*(X+h)= Y.+(k
0
.+2(k1 .+k2 .)+k3 .) / 6; J J J J J J 
3 
k 4 j hfj(X+:ih,Y0 +(5k01 +7k11 +13k21 -k3 i) / 32, . .. , 
Yn+(5k0 n+7k1 n +l3k2n-k3n) / 32); 
4 2 
th ctyj= 3c-k0 j+3Ck1 j+k2 j +k 3 .i)-8k4 ) . 
r=5 
hf . (X, Y
1
, .. . , Y ) ; 
J n 
2 2 2 
hf j (X+gh , Yl +gkOl' .. . , Yn +gkOn); 
hfj(X+h / 3,Y1 +(k01 +3k11 > 112, . .. ,Yn ~ (k0n+3k1 n) ' 12); 
hf j (X+h/ 2, Y1 +(kOl +3k 21 ) . 8, . .. , Y11 +(k0 n +3k 2n) 8); 
4 
hf j (X+sh, Y l + (53k01 -135k11 +126k 21 +56k31 ) ; 125, ... , 
Yn+(53k0 n-135k1 n+126k2n+56k3 n) / 125); 
k 5 j hf j (X+h, Y l + (-63kOl +189k11 -36k21 -112k31 +50k41 ) / 28, ... , 
Y +(-63k0 +189k1 -36k -112k 4 +sok4 ) / 28); n n n 2n 3 n 
y*(X+h)= Y.+(35k0 .+162k2 .+125k4 .+14k .} / 336; J J J J J 5J 
kGj hfj(X+h,Y1 +(133k01 -378k11 +276k21 +112k31 +25k41 ) / 168, ... , 
Y +(133k0 -378k1 +276k +112k +25k ) / 168); n n n 2n 3n 4n 
2 2 d y ,/dx = f . (x,y , ... ,y ,dy1 / dx, ... ,dy / dx); y . (X)= YJ. ; J J 1 n n J 
dy . (X) / dx= Y'· j= l(l)n. J j. 
r=2 
koj= hf j (X,Yl, ... , Yn , Yi, ... , Y~) ; 
klj= hfj(X+h,Yl+hYi · . .. ,Yn+hY~,Yi+kOl' . .. ,Y~+kon); 
y~(X+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+k0 ./2); J J J J 
y'.*<x+h)= Y '.+ (k0 .+k1 .) / 2; J J J J 
2 
th ctyj= hk0 /2; 
th 2ctyj= (-k0 j+k1 j) / 2 . 
r=3 
kOJ' = h f . (X, Y1 , ... , Y , Y ' , · .. , Y ' ) ; J n 1 n 
Yi +kOl / 3, . .. , Y~ +kon ' 3); 
2 k
2
j= hfj(X~h,Y1 +h(6Yi+2k01 ) /9 , . . . ,Yn+h(6Y~+2kOn) /9, 
Y • 2k ' 2 ) 1~ 11' · · . ,Yn~kln ; 
y~(X+h)= Y .+h(Y '. +(k0 .+k2 .) / 4) ; J J J J J 
Yj*(X+h)= Yj+(k0 j+3k2 j) / 4 ; 
* * .... * k
3
.= hf . (X+h,y
1
(X+h) , .. . ,y (X+h),y ' (X+h) , ... ,y' (X+h)); J J n 1 n 
3 
th dyj= h(-k0j +k2j) /4; 
th
3





koj= hfj(X,Yl, . .. ,Yn,Yi, . .. ,Y~); 
klJ.= hf (X+h/ 2,Y +h(4Y'+ko ) / 8, . .. ,Y +h(4Y ' +ko ) / 8, j 1 11 n n n 
Yi+kOl / 2, . . . ,Y~+kon/ 2); 
k 2J.= hf . (X+h/ 2,Y +h(4Y '+k ) / 8, ... , Y +h(4Y '+k0 ) / 8, J 1 1 01 n n n 
Yi+k11 / 2, ... ,Y~+k10/2); 
k .= hf .(X+h,Y +h(2Y'+k ) / 2 , . .. ,Y +h(2Y'+k ) / 2,Y1' +k 21 , .. . ,Y'+k2 ); 3J J 1 1 21 n n 2n n n 
y~(X+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+(k0 .+k1 .+k 2 .) / 6); J J J J J J 
y'.*(X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+2(k1 .+k2 . )+k3 .) / 6; J J J J J J 
k hf (X~h,Y'+h(48Y' +7k +llk ) / 64, ... ,Y' +h(48Y'+7k0 +llk1 ) / 64, 4j= j 3 1 1 01 11 n n n n 
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Y'+(5k +7k +13k -k ) / 32, . .. ,Y'+(5k0 +7k1 +13k2 -k3 ) 1 01 11 21 31 n n n n n 
/ 32) ; 
h(2k0j-3(klj+k2j)+4k3j) / 9; 
2 ~(-k0j+3(klj+k2j+k3j)-8k4j). 
kOJ.= hf . (X,Y, ... ,Y ,Y1', .. . ,Y'); J 1 n n 
klj hfj(X+§-h,Y1+h(18Yi+2k01 ) / 81, ... ,Yn+h(18Y~+2kOn) / 81,Yi+§-k01 , . .. , 
Y'~k ) · 
n 9 On ' 
k2j= hfj(X+h/ 3,Yl+h(6Yi+k01) / 18, ... ,Yn+h(6Y~+kon) /18,Yi+ 
(k01 +3k11) / 12, . .. , Y~ +(kon +3k1n) / 12) ; 
k3 j= hfj(X+h)2,Y1 +h(8Yi+k01 +k21 ) / 16, . .. ,Yn+h(8Y~+k0n+k20) /16, 
Yi+(k01 +3k21 ) / 8, .. . ,Y~+(k0n+3k2n) /8); 
k4j= hfj(X~,Y1+h(100Yi+12k01 +28k31 ) /125, ... ,Yn+ 
h(lOOY~+12kOn+28k3n) /125,Yi+(53k01 -135k11 +126k21 +56k31 ) 
/ 125, ... ,Y~+(53k0n-135k1n+126k2n+56k3n) /125); 
k5j= hfj(X+h,Yl+h(56Yi+7k01+36k21-15k41) / 56, . . . ,Yn 
+h(56Y'+7k0 +36k2 -15k4 ) / 56, n n n n 
Yi+(-63k01 +189k11 -36k21 -112k31 +50k41 ) / 28, ... , 
Y~+(-63k0n+l89k1n-36k2n-112k3n+50k4n) /28); 
y~(x+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+(35k0 .+108k2 .+25k4 . ) / 336); J J J J J J 
* y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(35k0 .+162k2 . +125k4 . +14k5 .) / 336; J J J J J J 
k 6 j= hfj(X+h,Y1 +h(336Yi +21k01 +92k21 +55k41 >, . . . ,Yn+ 
53 
h(336Y~+21k0n+92k2n+55k4n) ,Yi+(l33k01 -378k11 +276k21 +112k31 + 
25k41 ) / 168, ... ,Y~+(l33k0n-378k1 n+276k2n+112k3n+25k4n) /168); 
5 
th dyj= h(-21k0j+108k2j-112k3j+25k4j) / 56; 
th5dy'.= <21k0 .-162k2 .+224k .-125k4 .+
42k6 .>; 14. J J J 3J J J 
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2 2 d y ./dx = f.(x,y , ... ,y ); y.(X)= YJ.; dy . (X) / dx= Y'· j= l(l)n; J J 1 n J J j' 
r=2 
k
0 J.= hf .(X,Y, ... ,Y); J 1 n 
klj= hfj(X+h,Y1 +hY{, . . . ,Yn+hY~); 
y~(X+h)= Y .+h(Y'.+k0 ./ 2); J J J J 
* y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+k1 .) / 2; J J J J 
2 
th cty .= hk0 .12; J J 
th2ctyj= (-k0 j+k1j) / 2 . 
r=3 
kOJ.= hf . (X,Y I • •• ,Y); J 1 n 
klj= hfj(X+3h 1 Y1 +h(6Y{+2k01 ) / 9, ... ,Yn+h(6Y~+2kOn) /9); 
y*(X+h)= Y.+h(Y'.+(k0 .+k . ) / 4); J . J J J lJ 
* y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+3k1 . ) / 4; J J J J 
* * k .= hf. (X+h, y1 (X+h) , ... , y (X+h)) ; 2J J n 
3 
th dyj= h(k0 j-klj) / 2; 
th
3
ctyj= (k0j-3klj+2k2j) / 2. 
r=4 
hf .(X,Y1 , . . . ,Y); J n 





+h(2Y1'+k 1 ) / 2, . . . ,Y +h(2Y'+k ) / 2); J 1 n n l n 
* y.(X+h)= Y.+h(Y'.+(k0 .+2k1 .) / 6); J J J J J 
y'.*cx+h)= Y'.+Ck0 .+4k1 .+k2 . ) / 6; J J J J J 








h(2k0 .-6k .+4k3 . ) ; 9; J lJ J 
2 
-(-k +6k +3k -Sk ) . 3 Oj lj 2j 3j 
p= sqrt(5); 
koj= hfj(X,Yl, ... ,Yn); 
klj= hfj(X+(5-p)h / lO,Y1+h((l0-2p)Yl +(3-p)k01 ) 1 20, ... , 
Yn+h((l0-2p)Y~+(3-p)k0n) /20); 
k 2j= hfj(X+(5+p)h / 10,Y1 +h((l0+2p)Yl+(3+p)k11 ) / 20, .. . , 
Y +h((l0+2p)Y'+(3-p)k0 ) / 20) i n n n 
k 3 j= hfj(X+h,Y1+h(4Y{+(p-l)k01 +(3-p)k21 ) / 4, ... , 
Y +h(4Y'+(p-l)k + (3-p)k ) / 1); 
n n On 2n 
y"'.° (X +h) = Y . +h (Y '. + ( 2k0 . + ( 5+p) k1 . + ( 5-p) k2 . ) / 24) i J J J J J "J 
... 
y'. (X+h)= Y'.+(k0 .+5(k . +k2 . )+k3 .) / 12; J J J lJ J J 
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k 4 j= hfj(X+h/ 2,Y1+h(192Y{+18k01 +p(3p+7)k11 +p(3p-7)k21 ) / 384, ... , 
Y +h(l92Y ' +1Sk0 +p(3p+7)k1 +p(3p-7)k ) / 384); n n n n 2n 
... .... 
k .= hf . (X+h,y1 (X+h), .. . ,y (X+h)) i 5J J n 
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Choice of interval and integration variable 
In the preceding chapters we derived a set o f integration fonnulas 
with explicit expressions for the last tenn taken into account. 
The value of this last tenn we want to use to qetennine whether 
a step is acceptable with regard to the tolerances specified and 
to extrapolate a new step length. As criterion for acceptance of 
a step we shall use this : a step is acceptable if the absolute 
value of the last tenn taken into account is smaller than tol, 
the absolute value of the product of the step length h and some 
positive tolerance, which latter is independent of h . If we 
write 
discr = abs(thrdy), (1) 
where r is the order of the formula used, then we would like to 
use as a step length the solution h of 
discr = tol, (2) 
where discr is approximately proportional to hr and tol is pro-
portional to h. A process we can use is the following: compute, 
for a given step h1 , discr and tol. If discr >tol, t
hen the step 
h
1 
is rejected. However, rejection or not, we compute a new step 
h 2 using the relation 
l / (r-1) h 2= h 1 (tol / discr) , (3) 
that holds approximately. In case of rejection h 2 is used instead 
of h
1
; in case of acceptance we use h 2 to continue the integrat
ion. 
There are some objections against the method just outlined. In 
the first place it is very dangerous to use h 2 without i
ntroducing 
a safety margin; otherwise, the number of rejections will be larger 
than necessary . It is better to use 
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. 1 / (r-1) 
h 2= . 95h1 (tol / d1scr) , 
(4) 
thus giving a safety margin of 203 in discr. 
This is still insufficient, however, to guarantee efficient 
integration. In case of acceptance we have abs(h 2) ~ . 95abs(h1). 
Suppose that the differential equation is such that the acceptable 
step length decreases more than 53 at each step . In this case, 
every step accepted is followed by a step rejected. To overcome 
this difficulty, we propose to use a two-point extrapolation 
formula for the step length . Let the maximal acceptable step length 
for integrating a certain differential equation, as a function of 
the independent variable x, be 
Assume we did a step h0 ,starting
·at X, followed by a step h1 . 
Writing 
p(x)= discr(x) / tol(x) 
(5) 
(6) 
we have, neglecting quadratic and higher terms in (5), approximately 
r-1 
p(x1)= p(X+h0 ) = c (h0 / tt0 ) ; 
We now want to find a next step h 2 such tha
t for 
x= X+h0 +h1 +h 2 we
 have 
Writing s= -1 / (r-l) we find 
Introducing a safety margin, we have 






trial h 1 and use (4)until we accept two steps; in case o
f acceptance 
we use (11), otherwise (4) . Although this is a useful scheme it has 
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a drawback if we integrate functions that become infinite. Consider 
dy/ dx= 1 / sqrt(l-x), (12) 
and suppose that we want to integrate, from x=O to x=l. First, we 
try h =1; this is rejected since discr, being a linear combination 
. 1 
of values of the righthand side including that for x=l, is infinite. 
Using (4) we find h2~o . If now, in the integration procedure, there 
is a minimal step length hmin, below which we do not reduce the 
interval and which, if rejected, is skipped without integration 
at all, then h 2 will be made equal to h
min. If hmin is not too 
large, this step is accepted and a next step is computed, using 
(4). This h 2 may well be greater than (1-hmin), and therefore we 
next try h 2=1-hmin, which is, of course, rejected. We again put 
h 2=hmin and so on. In this way we proc
eed with steps hmin, rejecting 
every other step until we are so close to x=l that further steps 
have to be skipped. Integrals of this type can still be computed, 
if we limit ps(x), by means of an approximation to it. If, e.g., we 
have r=5, we use 
ps (x) = (di scr(x) / tol (x)) -! = tol (x) / ( tol(x) +discr(x)) +. 5, 
(13) 
which yields exact function value and derivative if tol(x)= 
discr(x), but varies between 0.5 and 1.5 instead of betwe~n 0 
and ~. If we replace 0.5 by 0.45 we have our safety margin. 
The extrapolation scheme for the step length that we actually 
use is as follows: 
defining mu . = tol(x . ) / (tol(x.)+discr(x.))+.45; 
1 1 1 1 





In the case of a set of differential equations, we compute, for 
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each equation, a value of h 2 . The smallest o
f them all is used as 
next step. 
Another problem which presents itself is that of the choice of the 
independent variable. If we want to solve dy/ dx= f(x,y), where 
f(x,y) becomes infinite, it is, if one can not skip inte rvals 
as described above, impossible to use x as independent variable 
in that neighbourhood. We employ two s chemes to overcome this 
difficulty. 
One of these is the interchange of x and y . Whenever abs(f(x,y})> 1 
we use y as independent variable. In the case of a set of differen-
tial equations, we choose from amongst x and y . a variable such 
J 
that the derivatives of the other variables with respect to the 
one chosen are in absolute value < 1 . 
The second scheme is to introduce the arc length s as independent 
variable. In this case, we write the system as follows: 
and f . remain finite. The system we 
J n 
dx ./ds= f . / sqrt( l f~); j= O(l)n. 
J J i=O 1 
where f 0 
solve is 
(18) 
In order to reach a certain end point of integration, x0 = b, we 
must, of course, use some kind of a zero finding procedure because, 
if xj, rather than x0 is the independent variable in the neigh-
bourhood of x 0= b, then we want to find a zero
 of x 0-b, where x0 
is a function of x .. This circumstance gives us, on the other hand 
J 
the possibility of specifying as the end of the integration not 
simply a zero of x 0-b but a z e ro of an arbitrary fu
nction b of 
xO,xl, ... ,xn. 
In the next chapters we present a set of ALGOL 60 procedures to 
be used for the integration of differential equations. All of them 
use fifth order integration formulas and the extrapolation of the 
step length as described above . 
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RKl, RKln, RK2, RK2n, RK3, RK3n are procedures that use, as 
integration variable, the variable specified; that is to say, 
they do not interchange variables. They compute a minimal step 
hmin, and steps of length I h I ~ hmin are skipped; i.e. , only the 
independent variable is increased by sign (h) * hmin; the dependent 
variables are left unchanged . Thus, the integration will at least 
proceed until the end point. The numerical consequences of this 
we explain with the following example. Suppose we want to integrate 
dy / dx= f(x,y) = l / sqrt(l-x), 
from somewhere to x= 1. 
Using our fifth order formula, we find, with 
x= 1-eps, 
approximately 
discr(x)= 7 h 5eps- 4 · 5 · 128 
For the tolerance per step h we use 
tol(x) = h x re x f (x, y) = h x re x 




If, furthermore, we put hmin= re, 
we find that the integration stops at 
7 ! i 
x= 1-eps= 1-(128> re , 
giving an error in y of 
J 1 1 / sqrt(l-x)dx= 
1-eps 
. 1 
3 8 (14re ) . 
-.5 
eps 










instead of skipping, we had kept f constant. In view of the 
fact that this gives difficulties in starting in a singularity 
we did not do so. 
RK4 and RK4n are procedures that interchange dependent and in-
dependent variables. Here, instead of skipping, we integrate 
keeping f constant; this may be done since the interchanging 
prevents f from becoming infinite. 
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RKSn is a procedure using the arc length as integration variable. 
In this procedure no hmin is used. 
CHAPTER 7 
ALGOL 60 procedures with fixed integration variable 
We now give six ALGOL 60 procedures for the integration of first 
and second order differential equations. The independent variable 
is used as integration variable. 
The texts of the procedures given in this and the next two chapters 
have been printed from the same tapes that have been used for 
testing and for the examples given in chapter 10. 
procedure RKl(x,a,b,y,ya,fxy,e,d,fi); value b,fi; real x,a,b,y,ya,fxy; 
Boolean fi; array e,d; 
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begin ~ el ,e2 ,xl,yl ,h,int,hmin,absh,kO,kl ,k2 ,k3,k4,k5,discr ,tol,mu,mul,fh, 
hl; Boolean last,first,reject; 
!!.._fi ~begin d[3]:= a; d[4]:= ya end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3]; yl:= d[4]; !!.._ 
fi then d[2]:= b - d[3]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); !!.._b - xl < 0 ~h:= - h; 
int:= abs(b - xl); hmin:= int x e[l] + e[2]; el:= e[l]/int; e2:= e[2]/int; 
first:= true; !!.._fi then begin last:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs{h); !!.._absh < hmin then begin h:= !!.._h > 0 then hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= hmin end; !!.._ h :::_ b - xl :._ h :::_ 0 ~begin d[2 ]:= 
h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) end else last:= false; 
step: x:= xl; y:= yl; kO:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h x 2/9; y:= yl + kO x 2/9; 
kl:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h/3; y:= yl + (kO + kl x 3)/12; k2:= fxy x h; x:= 
xl + h x .5; y:= yl + (kO + k2 x 3)/8; k3:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h x .8; 
y:= yl + {kO x 53 - kl x 135 + k2 x 126 + k3 x 56)/125; k4:= fxy x h; 
x:= !!_last then b else xl + h; y:= yl + {kO x 133 - kl x 378 + k2 x 276 
+ k3 x 112 + k4 x 25)/168; k5:= fxy x h; discr:= abs{kO x 21 - k2 x 
162 + k3 x 224 - k4 x 125 + k5 x 42)/14; tol:= abs(kO) x el + absh x 
e2; reject:= discr > tol; mu:= tol/(tol + discr) + .45; !!_reject then 
begin !!.._absh ::_hmin ~begin d[l]:= d[l] + l; y:= yl; first:= true; 
goto next end; h:= mu x h; goto test end; !!_first ~begin first:= 
false; hl:= h; h:= mu x h; goto ace end; fh:= mu x h/hl + mu - mul; 
hl:= h; h:= fh x h; 
ace: mul:= mu; y:= yl + (- kO x 63 + kl x 189 - k2 x 36 - k3 x 112 + 
k4 x 50)/28; k5:= fxy x hl; y:= yl + {kO x 35 + k2 x 162 + k4 x 125 + 
k5 x 14)/336; 
next: !!.._b + x ~begin xl:= x; yl:= y; goto test end; !!.._l last ~d[2] 
:= h; d[3]:= x; d[4]:= y ~ RKl; 
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RKl can be used to integrate the equation dy/ dx= f (x,y) . 
First we explain the actual parameters corresponding to the formal 
parameters: 
x: the independent variable; upon completion of a call of RKl, 
it is equal to b; 
a: the starting value of x; 
b: a value parameter, giving the end value of x; 
y: the dependent variable; 
ya: the value of y at x=a; 
fxy: an expression, depending on x and y, giving the value of 
dy/ dx; 
e: an array of positive tolerances, consisting of e[l] and e[2]; 
e[l] is used as a relative tolerance, e[2] as an absolute one; 
the tolerance in a quantity z is defined, here and in the 
sequel, as 
tolerance(z)= abs(z) * e[1]+e[2]; 
d: an array with elements d [i] , ... , d [ 4] ; upon completion of 
a call of RKl: 
entier (d[l]+.5) is the number of steps skipped; 
d[2] is the step length; 
d[3] is equal to b; 
d[4] is equal to y(b); 
(1) 
fi: a Boolean; if fi then the integration starts at a, with trial 
step b-a; if 1fi then the integration is continued with 
x=d[3], y=d[4], h=d[2] *sign (b-d[3]) as initial conditions; 
a and ya are ignored. 
RKl integrates dy/ dx= fxy to x=b, with if fi then x=a, y(a)=ya; 
if1fi then x=d[3], y(d[3])= d[4]. 
Upon completion of a call of RKl we have x=d[3]=b, y=d[4]=y(b). 
RKl uses as its minimal absolute step length 
hmin= e[l] * int+e[2], 
where int= abs(b-(if fi then a else d[3])). 
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If a step of length abs(h):;, hmin is rejected, a step sign(h) * hmin 
is skipped; a step is rejected if 
th5dy >(abs(fxy)* e[1]+e[2]) .. abs(h) / int . 
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procedure RKln(x,a,b,y,ya,fxyj,j,e,d,fi,n); ~b,fi,n; integer j,n; 
~x,a,b,fxyj; Boolean fi; array y,ya,e,d; 
begin integer jj; real xl,h,hmin,int,hl,absh,fhm,discr ,tol,mu,mul ,fh; 
Boolean last,first,reject; array yl,k0,kl,k2,k3,k4,k5[1:n],ee[l:2xn]; 
!f_fi then begin d[3]:= a; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n ~ d[jj+3]:= ya[jj] 
end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3]; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do yl[jj]:= d[jj+3]; 
!f_fi ~ d[2]:= b - d[3]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); !f_b - xl < 0 then 
h:= - h; int:= abs(b - xl); hmin:= int x e[l] + e[2]; for jj:= 2 step 1 
until n do begin hl:= int x e[2xjj-1] + e[2xjj]; !f_hl < hmin then 
hmin:= hl end; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~2xn ~ ee[jj]:= e[jj]/int; first:= 
true; !f_fi then begin last:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs(h); !f_absh < hmin then begin h:= !f_h > 0 then hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= hmin end; !f_h 2:._b - xl ~h 2:_0 ~begin d[2] 
:= h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) end ~last:= false; 
step: x:= xl; !£!:.._jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do y[jj]:= ylLlj]; for j:= 1 step 1 
~n do kO[j]:= fxyj x h; x:= xl + h x 2/9; for jj:= 1 step 1 until 
n do y[jj]:= yl[jj] + kO[jj] x 2/9; !£!:.._j:= 1 step 1 until n do kl[j]:= 
fxyj x h; x:= xl + h/3; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n do y[jj]:= yl[jj] + 
(kO[jj] + kl[jj] x 3)/12; for j:= 1 step 1 until n do k2[j]:= fxyj x h; 
x:= xl + h x . 5; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n ~y[jj]:= yl(jj] + (kO[jj] + 
k2[jj] x 3)/8; for j:= 1 ~ 1 ~n do k3[j]:= fxyj x h; x:= xl + 
h x • 8; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n do y(jj]:= yl[jj] + (kO[jj] x 53 - kl[jj] 
x 135 + k2[jj] x 126 + k3[jj] x 56)/125; for j:= 1 step 1 until n do 
k4[j]:= fxyj x h; x:= !f_last then b else xl + h; for jj:= 1 ~1 ~ 
n ~y(jj]:= yl[jj] + (kO[jj] x 133 - kl[jj] x 378 + k2[jj] x 276 + k3[jj] 
x 112 + k4[jj] x 25)/168; !£!:.._j:= 1 step 1 until n do k5[j]:= fxyj x h; 
reject:= false; fhm:= O; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do begin discr:= 
abs(kO[jj] x 21 - k2[jj] x 162 + k3[jj] x 224 - k4[jj] x 125 + k5[jj] x 
42)/14; tol:= abs(kO[jj]) x ee[2xjj-1] + absh x ee[2xjj]; reject:= discr 
> tol V reject; fh:= discr/tol; !f_fh > fhm then fhm:= fh end; mu:= 
1/(1 + fhm) + . 45; !f... reject then begin !f... absh :s._ hmin then begin d [1] 
:= d[l] + 1; !£!:._jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do y[jj]:= yl[jj]; first:= true; 
goto next end; h:= mu x h; goto test end rej; !f_first then begin first 
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:= false; hl:= h; h:= mu x h; goto ace end; fh:= mu x h/hl + mu -
mul; hl:= h; h:= fh x h; 
ace: mul:= mu; ~jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do y(jj]:= yl[jj] + (- kO[jj] x 
63 + kl[jj] x 189 - k2(jj] x 36 - k3(jj] x 112 + k4[jj] x 50)/28; ~j 
:= 1 step 1 ~n do k5[j]:= fxyj x hl; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n ~ 
y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (kO(jj] x 35 + k2[jj] x 162 + k4Llj] x 125 + k5[jj] x 14)/ 
336; 
next: !!_b 4 x ~begin xl:= x; ~jj:= 1 step 1 ~n ~yl(jj]:= 
y[jj]; goto test end; !!._ 1 last ~ d[2]:= h; d[3]:= x; for jj:= 1 step 1 
~n do d(jj+3]:= y(jj] ~RKln; 
RKln is used to integrate a set of equations dy. / dx= f .(x,y1 , ... y). J J n 
The actual parameters corresponding to the formal parameters are: 
x,a,b: the same as for RKl; 
y: an array with elements y [1], .. . , y [n], the dependent 
variables; 
ya: an array with elements ya[l], ... ,ya[n], the starting values 
fxyj: 
of y [j]; 
an expression, depending on x,y[j], j, giving the value of 
dy ./dx; 
J 
j: a variable of type integer used, in the actual parameter 
corresponding to fxyj, to denote the number of the equation 
required; 
e: an array with elements e[l], .. . ,e[2 .. n]; e[2 .. j-l] is a 
relative and e ~ * j] is an absolute tolerance associated 
with y[j], cf(l); 
d: an array with elements d [1], ... , d [n+3]; upon completion of 
a call of RKln we have: 
entier (d[l]+.5) is the number of steps skipped; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d[3] is equal to b; 
d[4], ... ,d[n+3] are equal to y[l], ... ,y[n] for x=b; 
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fi: a Boolean; if fi then the integration starts at a, with a 
trial step b-a; if ~fi then the integration is continued 
with, as initial conditions, x=d[3], y[j]=d[j+3], 
h =d [2] * sign(b-d [3]); a and ya are ignored; 
n : the number of equations. 
RKln integrates dyLJ] / dx=fxyj to x=b, with if fi then x=a, 
y GJ=ya GJelse x=d [3], y [j]=d [j +3] . 
Upon completion of a call of RKln we have x=d [3]=b, y [j]=d [j+3]; 
.th b b i.e. the value of the J dependent varia le for x= . 
RKln uses as its minimal absolute step length 
hmin= min (e[2 *j-1] .. tint+e[2 *j]); 
1 ~j ~n 
where int=abs(b-(if fi then a else d[3] )) . 
If a step of length abs(h)~ hmin is rejected, a step sign(h)* hmin 
is skipped; a step is rejected if 
th5dy . >(abs(fxyj)* e[2* j-l]+e[2* j])* abs(h) / int, 
J 
for any value of j, 1 ~ j ~ n. 
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procedure RK2(x,a,b,y,ya,z,za,fxyz,e,d,fi); value b,fi; real x,a,b,y,ya,z,za, 
fxyz; Boolean fi; array e,d; 
begin ~ el ,e2 ,e3 ,e4,xl,yl,zl ,h,int,hmin,hl ,absh,kO ,kl ,k2 ,k3 ,k4 ,k5,discry, 
discrz,toly ,tolz,mu,mul ,fhy ,fhz; Boolean last,first,reject; 
!f_fi ~begin d[3]:= a ; d[4]:= ya; d[5]:= za end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3]; 
yl:= d[4]; zl:= d[5]; !f_fi ~ d[2]:= b - d[3]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); 
!f_b - xl < 0 then h:= - h; int:= abs(b - xl); hmin:= int x e[l] + e[2]; 
hl:= int x e[3] + e[4 ]; !f._ hl < hmin ~ hmin:= hl; el := e[l ]/int; e2 := 
e[2]/int; e3:= e[3]/int; e4:= e[4]/int; first:= true; !f_fi ~begin last 
:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs(h); !f_absh < hmin then begin h:= !f_h > 0 then hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= hmin end; !f_h ~b - xl :_h ~O ~begin d[2]:= 
h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) end else last:= false; 
step: x:= xl; y:= yl; z:= zl; kO:= fxyz x h; x:= xl + h x 2/9; y:= yl + 
(zl x 18 + kO x 2)/81 x h; z:= zl + kO x 2/9; kl:= fxyz x h; x:= xl + 
h/3; y:= yl + (zl x 6 + k0)/18 x h; z:= zl + (kO + kl x 3)/12; k2:= 
fxyz x h; x:= xl + h x .5; y:= yl + (zl x 8 + kO + k2)/16 x h; z:= zl 
+ (kO + k2 x 3)/8; k3:= fxyz x h; x:= xl + h x • 8; y:= yl + (zl x 100 
+ kO x 12 + k3 x 28)/125 x h; z:= zl + (kO x 53 - kl x 135 + k2 x 
126 + k3 x 56)/125; k4:= fxyz x h; x:= !f._ last ~ b else xl + h; y:= 
yl + (zl x 336 + kO x 21 + k2 x 92 + k4 x 55)/336 x h; z:= zl + (kO x 
133 - kl x 378 + k2 x 276 + k3 x 112 + k4 x 25)/168; k5:= fxyz x h; 
discry:= abs((- kO x 21 + k2 x 108 - k3 x 112 + k4 x 25)/56 x h); 
discrz:= abs(kO x 21 - k2 x 162 + k3 x 224 - k4 x 125 + k5 x 42)/14; 
toly:= absh x (abs(zl) x el + e2); tolz:= abs(kO) x e3 + absh x e4; 
reject:= discry > toly V discrz > tolz; fhy:= discry/toly; fhz:= discrz/ 
tolz; !f_fhz > fhy ~fhy:= fhz; mu:= 1/(1 + fhy) + .45; !f_reject ~ 
begin !f_absh ~hmin ~begin d[l]:= d[l] + l; y:= yl; z:= zl; first:= 
~ goto next end; h:= mu x h; goto test end; !f_first then begin first 
:= ~ hl:= h; h:= mu x h; goto ace end; fhy:= mu x h/hl + mu -
mul; hl:= h; h:= fhy x h; 
ace: mul:= mu; y:= yl + (zl x 56 + kO x 7 + k2 x 36 - k4 x 15)/56 x hl; 
z:= zl + (-kO x 63 + kl x 189 - k2 x 36 - k3 x 112 + k4 x 50)/28; 
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k5:= fxyz x hl; y:= yl + (zl x 336 + kO x 35 + k2 x 108 + k4 x 25)/336 
x hl; z:= zl + (kO x 35 + k2 x 162 + k4 x 125 + k5 x 14)/336; 
next: !!_b+x ~begin xl:= x; yl:= y; zl:= z; goto test end; !!_ 1 last 
~ d[2]:= h; d[3]:= x; d[4]:= y; d[5]:= z end RK2; 
RK2 can be used to integrate d
2y / dx2=f(x,y,dy/ dx). 
The actual paramete rs, corresponding to the formal paramete rs are: 
x,a,b,y,ya : the same as in RKl; 
z: the derivative dy / dx; 
za: the value of dy / dx for x=a; 
fxyz: an expression, depending on x,y,z, giving the value of 
2 2 d y/dx ; 
e: an array of tolerances consisting of the elements 
e[l], . .. ,e[4]; c[l] and e[3] are used as relative, e[2] and 
e [4J as absolute tolerances for y and dy / dx respectively, 
cf. (1) ; 
d: an array with elements d[l], . . . ,d[5]; upon completion of a 
call of RK2 
entier (d [1] +. 5) is the number of steps skipped; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d [3] is equal to b• 
' 
d[4] is equal to y (b) ; 
d[5] is equal to dy / dx for x=b; 
fi : a Boolean : if fi then the integration starts at a with a 
trial step b-a, if 7 fi then the integration is continued 
with, as initial conditions, x=d[3], y=d[4], z=d[5], h=d[2] 
sign(b-d [2]); a, ya, za are ignored. 
RK2 integrates d
2y / dx2=fxyz to x=b, with if fi then x=a, y=ya, 
dy/ dx=za else x=d [3], y=d [4], z=d [s]. 
Upon completion of a call of RK2 we have x=d [3]=b, y=d [4]=y [b], 
z=d[5], i.e. the value of dy/ dx for x=b. 
RK2 uses as its minimal absolute step length 
hmin= min (e [2 * j-1] * int+e [2 * jJ), 
j=l,2 
where int=abs(b-(if fi then a else d [3])). 
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If a step of length abs(h)~ hmin is rejected, a step sign(h)* hmin 
is skipped; a step is rejected if 
th5dy >(abs(dy/ dx)* e[l]+e[2])* abs(h) / int V 
th5dy' >(abs(fxyz)* e[3]+e[4])* abs(h) / int. 
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procedure RK2n(x,a,b,y ,ya,z,za,fxyzj,j,e,d,fi,n); value b,fi,n; integer j,n; 
~ x,a,b,fxyzj; Boolean fi; array y ,ya,z,za,e,d; 
begin integer jj; real xl,h,int,hmin,hl,absh,fhm,discry ,disc rz,toly ,tolz,mu, 
mul,fhy,fhz; Boolean last,first,reject; array yl,zl,k0,kl,k2,k3,k4 ,k5[1:n], 
ee[1:4xn]; 
!!.._fi then begin d[3]:= a; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n do begin d[jj+3]:= 
ya[jj]; d[n+jj+3]:= za[jj] end end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3 ]; for jj:= 1 step 1 
until n ~begin yl[jj]:= d[jj+3]; zl[jj] := d[n+jj+3] end; !!.._fi then d[2]:= 
b - d[3 ]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); !!.._ b - xl < 0 then h:= - h; int:= abs(b 
- xl); hmin:= int x e[l] + e[2]; for jj:= 2 ~1 ~2xn ~begin 
hl:= int x e[2xjj-1] + e[2xjj]; !!.._hl < hmin then hmin:= hl end; for jj:= 
1 ~ 1 ~ 4xn ~ ee[jj ]:= e[jj ]/int; first:= true; !!.._fi then begin 
last:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs(h); !!.._absh < hmin ~begin h:= !!.._h > 0 then hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= abs(h) end; !!.._h 2._b - xl ~h 2._0 ~begin d[2] 
:= h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) ~else last:= false; 
step: x:= xl; f£.!:_jj:= 1 ~1 until n ~begin y[jj]:= yl[jj]; z[jj]:= zl[jj] 
end; f£.!:_j:= 1 step 1 ~n do kOfj]:= fxyzj x h; x:= xl + h x 2/9; 
f£.!:_jj:= 1 ~1 ~n do begin y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zlfjj] x 18 + kO[jj] x 
2)/81 x h; z[jj]:= zl[jj] + kO[jj] x 2/9 end; for j:= 1 step 1 ~n do 
kl[j]:= fxyzj x h; x:= xl + h/3; f£.!:_jj:= 1 ~1 until n do begin y[jj) 
:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 6 + kO[jj))/18 x h; z[jj]:= zl[jj] + (kO[jj] + kl[jj] x 
3)/12 end; for j:= 1 step 1 until n do k2[j]:= fxyzj x h; x:= xl + h x 
• 5; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n do begin y[jj) := yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 8 + kO[jj) 
+ k2[jj])/16 x h; z[jj]:= zl[jj] + (kO[jj) + k2[jj] x 3)/8 end; for j:= 1 
step 1 ~n ~k3[j]:= fxyzj x h; x:= xl + h x .8; for jj:= 1 step 1 
~n do begin y[jj]:= ylfjj] + (zl[jj] x 100 + kO[jj] x 12 + k3[jj] x 28) 
/125 x h; z[jj]:= zl[jj) + (kO[jj] x 53 - kl[jj] x 135 + k2[jj] x 126 + 
k3[jj] x 56)/125 end; f£.!:_j:= 1 step 1 ~n do k4[j]:= fxyzj x h; x:= 
!!_last ~b ~xl + h; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do begin y[jj]:= 
yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 336 + kO[jj] x 21 + k2[jj] x 92 + k4[jj] x 55)/336 x h; 
z[jj]:= zl[jj] + (kO[jj] x 133 - kl[jj] x 378 + k2[jj] x 276 + k3[jj) x 112 
+ k4[jj] x 25)/168 end; f£.!:_j:= 1 ~1 ~n ~k5[j]:= fxyzj x h; 
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reject:= false; fhm:= O; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do begin discry:= 
abs((- kO[jj] x 21 + k2[jj] x 108 - k3[jj] x 112 + k4[jj] x 25)/56 x h); 
discrz:= abs(kO[jj] x 21 - k2[jj] x 162 + k3[jj] x 224 - k4[jj] x 125 + 
k5[jj] x 42)/14; toly:= absh x (abs(zl[jj]) x ee[2xjj-l] + ee[2xjj ]); tolz:= 
abs(kO[jj]) x ee[2x(jj+n)-l] + absh x ee[2x(jj+n) ]; reject:= discry > toly 
V discrz > tolz V reject; fhy:= discry/toly; fhz:= discrz/tolz; !!_fhz > 
fhy ~ fhy:= fhz,; !!_fhy > fhm then fhm:= fhy end; mu:= 1/(1 + fhm) 
+ .45,; !!_reject then begin !!_absh ~hmin then begin d[l] := d[l] + 1,; 
for jj:= 1 ~1 until n do begin y[jj]:= yl[jj],; z[jj]:= zl[jj] end; first 
:= true; goto next end; h:= mu x h,; goto test end; !!_first then begin 
first:= false; hl:= h,; h:= mu x h; goto ace end; fhm:= mu x h/hl + mu 
- mul; hl:= h; h: = fhm x h,; 
ace: mul:= mu; ~jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do begin y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 
56 + kO[jj] x 7 + k2[jj] x 36 - k4[jj] x 15)/56 x hl; z[jj]:= zl[jj] + 
(- kO[jj] x 63 + kl[jj] x 189 - k2[jj] x 36 - k3[jj] x 112 + k4[jj] x 50) 
/28 end; ~j:= 1 ~1 ~n do k5[j]:= fxyzj x hl; for jj:= 1 ~ 
1 until n ~begin y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 336 + kO[jj] x 35 + k2[jj] x 
108 + k4[jj] x 25)/336 x hl; z[jj]:= zl[jj] + (kO[jj] x 35 + k2[jj] x 162 
+ k4[jj] x 125 + k5[jj] x 14)/336 end; 
next: !i_bfx ~begin xl:= x; for jj:= 1 ~1 until n do begin yl[jj]:= 
y[jj],; zl[jj]:= z[jj] end; goto test end; !!__ l last ~ d[2]:= h,; d[3]:= x; 
for jj:= 1 step 1 until n ~begin d[jj+3]:= y[jj]; d[n+jj+3]:= z[jj] end 
~RK2n; 
2 2 
RK2n is used to integrate the equations d y. / dx =f .(x,y1 , · .. ,y , J J n 
dy / dx, ... ,dy / dx). 1 n 





the same as for RKl; 
the same as for RKln; 
an array with elements z[l], . .. , z[n] , the derivatives of the 
d e pendent variables; 
an array with elements za[ 1] , . .. , za[ n] , the values of z [j] 
at x=a; 
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fxyzj: an expression depending on x, y [j], z [j] , j, giving the 
2 2 
values of d y ./dx ; 
J 
j: a variable of type integer used, in the actual parameter 
corresponding to fxyzj, to denote the number of the 
equation required; 
e: an array with elements e[l], ... e[4*n]; e[2 ... j-1] is a 
relative and e[2* jJ is an absolute tolerance associated 
with y OJ; e[2 ... (n+j)-l] is a relative and e [2 ... (n+j)] is an 
absolute tolerance associated with z[j], cf .(1); 
d: an array with elements d [1] , ... , d [2 * n+3] ; upon completion 
of a call of RK2n we have 
entier(d[l]+ . 5) is the number of steps skipped ; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d[3] is equal to b; 
d[4] , ... ,d[n+3] are equal to y[l], ... ,y[n] Ior x=b; 
d[n+4], ... ,d[2 .. n+3] are equal to the derivatives z[l], ... ,z[n] 
for x=b; 
fi: Boolean; if fi then the integration starts at a, with a trial 
step b-a; if 7 fi then the integration is continued with, as 
initial conditions x=d[3] , y[j]=d[j+3], z[j}=d[n+j+3], 
h=d[2] * sign(b-d[3]); a, ya, za are ignored; 
n: the number of equations . . 
RK2 integrates d 2y. / dx 2=fxyzj to x=b, with, if fi then x=a, 
J 
yU]=ya[j], z[j]=za[j]; if7fi then x=d[3], yLJ]=dLJ+3], 
z (j]=d [n+j+3]. 
Upon completion of a call of RK2n we have x=d [3]=b , y U]=d [j+3] 
the value of the dependent variables for x=b, z Li]= d [n+j+3] ' · the 
value of the derivatives of yLJ at x=b. 
RK2n uses as its minimal absolute step length 
hmin= min (e [2 *j-1] * int+e [2 *j]), 
1 ~j ~2n 
where int=abs(b-(if fi then a else d[3])). 
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If a step of length abs(h) ,:;,hmin is rejected, a step sign(h) * hmin 
is skipped; a step is rejected if 
th5dy . >(abs(zLJ])* e[2*j-l]+e[2 .... j])* abs(h) / int V 
J 
th 5 dy '. > (abs(fxyzj) * e [2 * (j+n) -1] +e [2 * (j+n) J) * abs(h) / int, 
J 
for any value of j, 1 ,:;, j ~ n . 
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procedure RK3(x,a,b,y,ya,z,za,fxy,e,d,fi); ~b,fi; real x,a,b,y,ya,z,za, 
fxy; Boolean fi; array e,d; 
begin ~ el ,e2 ,e3,e4,xl,yl,zl,h,int,hmin,hl,absh,k0,kl ,k2,k3,k4,k5,discry, 
discrz,toly ,tolz ,mu,mul ,fhy ,fhz; Boolean last,first,reject; 
!£..fi then begin d[3]:= a; d[4]:= ya; d[5]:= za end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3]; 
yl:= d[4); zl:= d[5); !£..fi ~ d[2]:= b - d[3]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); 
!£..b - xl < 0 ~h:= - h; int:= abs(b - xl); hmin:= int x e[l) + e[2); 
hl:= int x e[3] + e[4]; !£..hl < hmin ~hmin:= hl; el:= e[l]/int; e2:= 
e[2]/int; e3:= e[3]/int; e4:= e[4]/int; first:= reject:= true; !£..fi ~ 
begin last:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs(h); !£_absh < hmin then begin h:= !£.. h > 0 then hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= hmin end; !£..h ~b - xl '.'..'....h ~ 0 ~begin d[2]:= 
h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) ~~last:= false; 
step: [_reject then begin x:= xl; y:= yl; kO:= fxy x h end else kO:= k5 
x h/hl; x:= xl + • 27639 32022 50021 x h; y:= yl + (zl x • 27639 32022 
50021 + kO x • 03819 66011 25011) x h; kl:= fxy x h; x:= xl + • 72360 
67977 49979 x h; y:= yl + (zl x .72360 67977 49979 +kl x .26180 
33988 74989) x h; k2:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h x . 5; y:= yl + (zl x • 5 + 
kO x .04687 5 +kl x .07982 41558 39840 - k2 x .00169 91558 39840) 
x h; k4:= fxy x h; x:= !£_last ~ b else xl + h; y:= yl + (zl + kO x 
.30901 69943 74947 + k2 x .19098 30056 25053) x h; k3:= fxy x ·h; 
y:= yl + (zl + kO x .08333 33333 33333 + kl x .30150 28323 95825 + 
k2 x .11516 38342 70842) x h; k5:= fxy x h; djscry:= abs((- kO x 
.5 +kl x 1.80901 69943 74947 + k2 x .69098 30056 25053 - k4 x 2) 
x h); discrz:= abs((kO - k3) x 2 - (kl + k2) >< 10 + k4 >< 16 + k5 >< 4); 
toly:= absh x (abs(zl) >< el + e2); tolz:= abs(kO) x e3 + absh x e4; 
reject:= discry > toly V discrz > tolz; fhy:= disery/toly; fhz:= diserz/ 
tolz; !£..fhz > fhy then fhy:= fhz; mu:= 1/(1 + fhy) + .45; !£_reject 
~begin !£_absh '.S_hmin then begin d[l):= d[l] + l; y:= yl; z:= zl; 
first:= true; goto next end; h:= mu x h; goto test end; !£..first ~ 
begin first:= false; hl:= h; h:= mu x h; goto ace end; fhy:= mu x h/hl 
+ mu - mul; hl:= h; h:= fhy x h; 
ace: mul:= mu; z:= zl + (kO + k3) x .08333 33333 33333 + (kl + k2) x 
77 
.41666 66666 66667; 
next: !L,b 4 x ~begin xl:= x; yl:= y; zl:= z; goto test end; if l last 
~d(2]:= h; d[3]:= x; d[4]:= y; d[5]:= z ~RK3; 
2 2 
RK3 is used to integrate the equation d y / dx =f(x,y). 
The description of the parameters and of the effect of a call of 
RK3 on them is the same as for RK2 except for the fact that fxy, 
unlike fxyz, does not depend on z. 
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procedure RK3n(x ,a,b ,y ,ya,z ,za,fxyj ,j ,e ,d,fi ,n); ~ b ,fi ,n; integer j ,n; 
~x,a,b,fxyj; Boolean fi; array y,ya,z,za,e,d; 
begin integer jj; ~xl,h,hmin,int,hl,absh,fhm,discry ,discrz,toly ,tolz,mu, 
mul,fhy,fhz; Boolean last,first,reject; array yl,zl,k0,kl,k2,k3,k4,k5[1:n], 
ee[1:4xn]; 
!!_fi ~begin d[3 ]:= a; for jj := 1 step 1 until n do begin d[jj+3 ]:= 
ya[jj]; d[n+jj+3]:= za[jj] end end; d[l]:= O; xl:= d[3]; for jj:= 1 step 1 
~ n ~begin yl [jj ]:= d[jj+3 ]; zl[jj ]:= d[n+jj+3] end; !!_fi then d[2 ]:= 
b - d[3 ]; absh:= h:= abs(d[2]); !!_ b - xl < 0 ~ h:= - h; int:= abs(b -
xl); hmin:= int x e[l] + e[2]; ~jj:= 2 ~1 ~2xn ~begin hl:= 
int x e[2xjj-1] + e[2xjj]; !!_hl < hmin then hmin:= hl end; for jj:= 1 
step 1 until 4xn do ee[jj]:= e[jj]/int; first:= reject:= true; !!_fi ~ 
begin last:= true; goto step end; 
test: absh:= abs(h); !!_absh < hmin ~begin h:= !!_h > 0 ~hmin 
~ - hmin; absh:= hmin end; !!_ h 2:.... b - xl =... h 2:.... 0 ~begin d[2 ]:= 
h; last:= true; h:= b - xl; absh:= abs(h) end else last:= false; 
step: !!_reject then begin x:= xl; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n ~y[jj]:= yl[jj]; 
!2!:._j:= 1 step 1 ~n do kO[j]:= fxyj x h ~~begin fhy:= h/hl; 
!2!:._jj:= 1 step 1 until n do kO[jj]:= k5[jj] x fhy end; x:= xl + .27639 
32022 50021 x h; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n ~y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x 
.27639 32022 50021 + kO[jj] x .03819 66011 25011) x h; for j:= 1 ~1 
~n ~ kl[j]:= fxyj x h; x:= xl + • 72360 67977 49979 x h; !2E_jj:= 1 
step 1 ~n do y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x • 72360 67977 49979 + kl[jj] x 
.26180 33988 74989) x h; !2E_j:= 1 step 1 ~n do k2[j]:= fxyj x h; 
x:= xl + h x .5; for jj:= 1 ~1 ~n do y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] x .5 
+ kO[jj] x .04687 5 + kl[jj] x .07982 41558 39840 - k2[jj] x .00169 
91558 39840) x h; !2E,_j:= 1 step 1 ~n ~k4[j]:= fxyj x h; x:= !!_ 
last ~b ~xl + h; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n do y[jj]:= yl[jj] + 
(zl[jj] + kO[jj] x .30901 69943 74947 + k2[jj] x .19098 30056 25053) x 
h; !2!:._j:= 1 step 1 ~n ~k3[j]:= fxyj x h; for jj:= 1 step 1 until n 
~y[jj]:= yl[jj] + (zl[jj] + kO[jj] x .08333 33333 33333 + kl[jj] x .30150 
28323 95825 + k2[jj] x .11516 38342 70842) x h; !2!:._j:= 1 step 1 ~ 
n ~k5[j]:= fxyj x h; reject:= false; fhm:= 0; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n 
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do begin discry:= abs((- kO(jj] x .5 + kl(jj] x 1.80901 69943 74947 + 
k2(jj] x .69098 30056 25053 - k4(jj) x 2) x h); discrz:= abs((kO[jj) -
k3(jj]) x 2 - (kl(jj] + k2(jj]} x 10 + k4(jj) x 16 + k5(jj] x 4); toly:= 
absh x (abs(zl[jj]} x ee[2xjj-1] + ee[2xjj]); tolz:= abs(kO[jj]) x ee[2x(jj+n) 
-1) + absh x ee[2x(jj+n)]; reject:= discry > toly V discrz > tolz V reject; 
fhy:= discry /toly; fhz := discrz/tolz; !!._fhz > fhy then fhy:= fhz; !!.._ fhy > 
fhm then fhm:= fhy end; mu:= 1/(1 + fhm) + .45; !!_reject ~begin 
!!._absh ~hmin ~begin d[l]:= d[l] + 1; for jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do 
begin y[jj):= yl[jj]; z[jj]:= zl[jj] end; first:= true; goto next end; h:= mu 
x h; goto test ~ rej; !!_first ~begin first:= false; hl:= h; h:= mu 
x h; goto ace end; fhy:= mu x h/hl + mu - mul; hl:= h; h:= fhy x h; 
ace: mul:= mu; !£!:._jj:= 1 step 1 until n do z(jj]:= zl(jj] + (kO(jj] + k3(jj]) 
x .08333 33333 33333 + (kl(jj] + k2(jj]) x .41666 66666 66667; 
next: !!.._ b + x ~begin xl := x; for jj := 1 step 1 ~ n do begin yl (jj ]:= 
y[jj]; zl(jj]:= z[jj] end; goto test end; !!.._ 1 last then d[2]: = h; d[3]:= x; 
!£!:._jj:= 1 step 1 ~n do begin d[jj+3]:= y[jj]; d[n+jj+3]:= z(jj] ~ 
end RK3n; 
2 2 
RK3n is used to integrate the system d y . / dx =f ( x,y , . .. ,y ) . 
J 1 n 
The description of the parameters and of the effect of a call of 
RK3n on them is the same as for RK2n exc ept for the fact that 
fxyj, unlike fxyzj does n o t depend on z. 
CHAPTER 8 
ALGOL 60 procedures with discretely changing integration variable 
In this chapter we give two ALGOL 60 procedures for the integration 
of first order differential equations, where the integration 
variable to be used, is determined by the procedure. 
RK4, to be used for the integration of dy / dx=f (x,y), uses x as 
integration variable if abs(f(x,y)) ~1, otherwise y. 
RK4n, to be used for the integration of dy ./dx=f . (x,y1 , ... ,y ), J J n 
chooses from amongst x and Y .• as integration variable, a variable 
J 
such that the absolute value of the derivatives of the other 
variables, with respect to the one chosen, are< 1. 
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procedure RK4(x,xa,b ,y ,ya,fxy ,e,d,fi ,xdir ,pos); ~ fi ,xdir ,pos; Boolean 
fi,xdir,pos; real x,xa,b,y,ya,fxy; array e ,d; 
begin integer i; Boolean iv,first,fir,rej ; real k0,kl,k2,k3,k4,k5,fhm,absh, 
discr ,s,xl,condO ,sl ,condl ,yl,hmin,h,zl,tol ,hl,mu,mul; array el [l :2 ]; 
procedure RKstep(x,xl,h,y,yl,zl,fxy,d); value xl,yl ,zl ,h; real x,xl,h,y,yl, 
zl,fxy; integer d; 
begin !L_d = 2 then goto integrate; !L_d = 3 then begin x:= xl; y:= yl; 
kO:= fxy x h ~~!L_d = 1 then kO: = zl x h ~kO:= kO x mu; 
x:= xl + h/4. 5; y:= yl + k0/4. 5; kl:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h/3; y:= yl 
+ (kO + kl x 3)/12; k2:= fxy x h; x:= xl + h x • 5; y := yl + (kO + k2 
x 3)/8; k3:= h x fxy; x:= xl + h x . 8; y:= yl + (kO x 53 - kl x 135 
+ k2 x 126 + k3 x 56)/125; k4:= fxy x h; !L_d ~l then begin x:= xl 
+ h; y:= yl + (kO x 133 - kl x 378 + k2 x 276 + k3 x 112 + k4 x 25) 
/168; k5:= fxy x h; discr:= abs(kO x 21 - k2 x 162 + k3 x 224 - k4 
x 125 + k5 x 42)/14; goto end end; 
integrate: x:= xl + h; y:= yl + (- kO x 63 + kl x 189 - k2 x 36 - k3 
x 112 + k4 x 50)/28; k5:= fxy x h; y:= yl + (kO x 35 + k2 x 162 + 
k4 x 125 + k5 x 14)/336; 
end: ~RKstep; 
real procedure fzero; 
begin !£._iv ~begin !£.. s = xl then fzero:= condO else !£.. s = sl then 
fzero := condl ~begin RKstep(x,xl,s-xl,y,yl,zl,fxy,3); fzero:= b end 
~~begin !£.. s = yl ~ fzero:= condO ~ !£._ s = sl ~ fzero 
:= condl ~begin RKstep(y,yl,s-yl,x,xl,zl,l/fxy,3); fzero:= b end 
end end fzero; 
!L_fi then begin d[3]:= xa; d[4]:= ya; d[O]:= 1 end; d[l]:= O; x:= xl:= d[3]; 
y:= yl:= d[4]; iv:= d[O] > O; first:= fir:= true; hmin:= e[O] + e [l]; h:= 
e[2] + e[3]; !L_h < hmin then hmin:= h; 
change: zl:= fxy; !L_abs(zl) ~l then begin !£.. 1 iv ~begin d[2]:= h:= 
h/zl; d[O]:= l; iv:= first:= ~end; !£._fir then goto A; i:= l; goto 
again ~~begin !£._iv then begin!£._ 1 fir ~d[2]:= h:= h x zl; 
d[O]:= - l; iv:= false; first:= ~end; !£._fir ~begin h:= e[O] + e[l]; 
A: !L_(!L_fi ~(!£._iv = xdir then h else h x zl) < 0 ~pos else h x 
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d[2] < 0) ~h:= - h end; i:= 1 end; 
again: absh:= abs(h); if absh < hmin then begin h:= sign(h) x hmin; absh 
:= hmin end; !!_iv ~begin RKstep(x,xl,h,y,yl,zl,fxy,i); tol:= e[2] x 
abs(kO) + e[3] x absh ~~begin RKstep(y,yl,h,x,xl,1/zl,1/fxy,i); 
tol:= e[O] x abs(kO) + e[l] x absh end; rej:= discr > tol; mu:= tol/(tol 
+ discr) + .45; !!_rej ~~!!_absh ~hmin ~~!!_iv ~ 
begin x:= xl + h; y:= yl + kO end·~ begin x:= xl + kO; y:= yl + h 
end; d[l]:= d[l] + 1; first:= true; goto next end; h:= h x mu; i:= O; 
goto again ~ rej; !!_first ~begin first:= fir; hl:= h; h:= mu x h; 
goto accept end; fhm:= mu x h/hl + mu - mul; hl:= h; h:= fhm x h; 
accept: !!_iv ~RKstep(x,xl,hl,y,yl,zl,fxy,2) else RKstep(y,yl,hl,x,xl,zl, 
1/fxy,2); mul:= mu; 
next: !!_fir ~begin fir:= false; condO:= b; !!_ 1 (fi V rej) then h:= d[2] 
end ~begin d[2 ]:= h; condl := b; !!_ condO x condl ~ 0 then goto 
zero; condO:= condl end; d[3]:= xl:= x; d[4]:= yl:= y; goto change; 
zero: el[l]:= e[4]; e1[2]:= e[5]; sl:= !!_iv then x ~y; s:= ZERO(s,!L_ 
iv ~xl ~yl,sl,fzero,el); !L_iv then RKstep(x,xl,s-xl,y,yl,zl,fxy,3) 
~RKstep(y,yl,s-yl,x,xl,zl,1/fxy,3); d[3]:= x; d[4]:= y ~RK4; 
The actual parameters corresponding to the formal parameters are: 
x: the independent variable; upon completion of a call of RK4 
its value is the last value of x reached by the integration; 
xa: the starting value of x; 
b: an expression depending on x and y; the equation b=O, 
fulfilled within certain tolerances, specifies the end of the 
integration; b is evaluated and is tested for change of sign 
at the end of each step; 
y: the dependent variable; 
ya: the value of y at x=xa; 
fxy: an expression depending on x and y, giving the value of dy / dx; 
e: an array with elements e[o],. .. ,e[5]; e[o] and e [2] are relative 
tolerances, e[l] and e[3] are abso lute tolerances associated 
with x and y respect ively; e[4] and e[5] are tolerances 
used in the determination of the zero of b. 
d: an array with elements d[O], ... ,d['D; 
after completion of each step of integration we have 
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if d [o] > 0 then x is the integration variable; if d [o] < O then 
y is the integration variable; 
d [1] is the number of steps skipped; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d [3] is equal to the last value of x· 
' 
d[4] is equal to the last value of y; 
fi: a Boolean; if fi then the integration is started with initial 
conditions x=xa,y=ya; if7fi then the integration is started 
with x=d [3] , y=d [ 4] ; 
xdir, pos: two Booleans; if fi then the integration starts in 
such a way that if xdir then x else y if pos then 
increases else decreases; 
if7fi then xdir and pos are ignored; 
RK4 is used to integrate dy / dx=fxy. 
The effect of a call of RK4 is the following. First the integration 
variable is selected and if fi then in accordance with xdir and 
pos, a step h is done , the absolute value of which is, if x is 
chosen as integration variable, e[cil +e[l] . If y is chosen as 
integration variable then the absolute value of the first step is 
e [2] +e [3] . 
lf7fi then the first step done has the same absolute value as above, 
its sign being in accordance with d[2]. 
The test, whether b changed sign during this first step is sup-
pressed. This enables us to start at a zero of b. 
At each step RK4 determines whether to use x or y as integration 
variable. After completion of each further step, change of sign 
of b is tested; if a change of sign is found, then the zero of b 
is determined using a non-local procedure ZERO(x,a,b,fx,e), the 
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value of which is the value of a zero of the expression fx, 
provided that for x=a and x=b, fx has different sign. The array 
e, wi.th elements e [1] and e [2] is the array of tolerances. Using 
these tolerances ZERO defines as zero of fx a value of x, a~ x~ b, 
such that there exist an x 1 and x 2 , x-<e[l] * x+e[2]) ~ x 1 ,x2 ~ 
x+(e [1]* x+e [2]>, such that the product of the signs of fx for 
x=x1 and x=x2 differs
 from 1 . 
ZERO as called by RK4 uses e [4] and e [s] for its e [1] and e [2] . 
RK4 uses as its minimal absolute step 
hmin= min (e [2 * jJ +e [2 * j+l]) . 
j=0,1 
If a step of length abs(h)~ hmin is rejected the integration will 
be replaced by, if x is the integration variable then 
dx=sign(h)* hmin; 
dy=sign (h) * hmin * fxy. 
If, however, y is then integration variable then 
dx= sign(h) * hmin/ fxy; 
dy=sign (h) * hmin, 
where the arguments of fxy are the values of x and y at the 
beginning of the step. 
A step is rejected if x is the integration variable and if 
th5dy > (e[2] * abs(fxy)+e[3]) * abs(h), 
or if y is the integration variable if 
th5dx >(e[o] / abs(fxy)+e[l])* abs(h) . 
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procedure RK4n(x,xa,b,fxj,j,e,d,fi,n,l,pos); ~fi,n,l,pos; integer j,n,l; 
Boolean fi,pos; ~b,fxj; array x,xa,e,d; 
begin integer i,iv,ivO; Boolean fir,first,rej; real h,condO,condl,fhm,absh, 
tol,fh,max,xO,xl,s,hmin,hl,mu,mul; array xl,discr,y[O:n],k[0:5,0:n],el[1:2]; 
procedure RKstep(h,d); value h,d; integer d; real h; 
begin integer i; 
procedure F(t); ~ t; integer t; 
begin integer i; real p; for j:= 1 step 1 ~n do y[j]:= fxj; p:= 
h/y[iv]; for i:= 0 step 1 until n do begin !i_i :j: iv then k[t,i]:= 
y[i] x p end end F; 
!!._ d = 2 then goto integrate; !!._ d = 3 then begin for i:= 0 step 1 
until n do x[i]:= xl[i]; F(O) ~~!i_d = 1 ~ 
begin real p; p:= h/y[iv]; for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~begin !i_i :j: iv 
~k[O,i]:= p x y[i] end end 
~!.2.!:_i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~begin !!_i 4 iv ~k[O,i]:= k[O,i] x 
mu end; for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (!i_i = iv ~h 
~k[O,i])/4.5; F(l); !.2.!:_i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (!!._ 
i = iv then h x 4 else (k[O,i] + k[l,i] x 3))/12; F(2); for i:= 0 ~ 
1 ~ n do x[i]:= xl[i] + (!i_i = iv then h x • 5 else (k[O,i] + k[2,i] 
x 3)/8); F(3); !.2.!:_i:= 0 ~1 until n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (!i_i =iv 
~ h x • 8 ~ (k[O,i] x 53 - k[l,i] x 135 + k[2,i] x 126 + k[3,i] 
x 56)/125); F(4); !!_d ~1 then begin for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~ 
x[i]:= xl[i] + (!i_i = iv then h else (k[O,i] x 133 - k[l,i] x 378 + 
k[2,i] x 276 + k[3,i] x 112 + k[4,i] x 25)/168); F(5); for i:= 0 step 
1 ~n ~begin !i_i :j: iv ~discr[i]:= abs(k[O,i] x 21 - k[2,i] x 
. 162 + k[3,i] x 224 - k[4,i] x 125 + k[5,i] x 42)/14 end; goto end end; 
integrate: !.2.!:_i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (!i_i = iv then h 
~ (- k[O,i] x 63 + k[l,i] x 189 - k[2,i] x 36 - k[3,i] x 112 + k[4,i] 
x 50)/28); F(5); !.2.!:_i:= 0 step 1 until n ~begin !i_i :j: iv ~x[i] 




real procedure fzero; 
begin !f...s = xO then fzero:= condO ~!f...s = xl then fzero:= condl 
~begin RKstep(s-xl[iv],3); fzero:= b end end fzero; 
!f...fi ~begin !2!._i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~d[i+3]:= xa[i]; d[O]:= d[2]:= 
0 end; d[l]:= O; !2!._i:= 0 step 1 ~n s!£._x[i]:= xl[i]:= d[i+3]; iv:= 
d[O]; h:= d[2]; first:= fir:= true; y[O]:= 1; goto change; 
again: absh:= abs(h); !f...absh < hmin ~begin h:= !f...h > 0 ~hmin 
else - hmin; absh:= abs(h) end; RKstep(h,i); rej:= false; fhm:= O; 
!2!._i:= 0 step 1 ~n do begin !f...ifiv ~begin tol:= e[2xi] x 
abs(k[O,i]) + e[2xi+l] x absh; rej:= tol < discr[i] V rej; fh:= discr[i]/ 
tol; !f...fh > fhm then fhm:= fh end end; mu:= 1/(1 + fhm) + .45; !f...rej 
~begin !f...absh :::_hmin then begin for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~begin 
!f...ifiv then x[i]:= xl[i] + k[O,i] ~x[i]:= xl[i] + h end; d[l]:= d[l] + 1; 
first:= true; goto next end; h:= h x mu; i:= O; goto again end; !f...first 
~begin first:= fir; hl:= h; h:= mu x h; goto accept end; fh:= mu x 
h/hl + mu - mul; hl:= h; h:= fh x h; 
accept: RKstep(hl,2); mul:= mu; 
next: !f...fir ~begin fir:= false; condO:= b; !f... 1 (fi V rej) ~ h:= d[2] 
~~begin d[2]:= h; condl:= b; !f...condO x condl < 0 ~goto 
zero; condO:= condl end; !2!._i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~d[i+3]:= xl[i]:= x[i]; 
change: ivO:= iv; !2!._j:= 1 ~1 until n do y[j]:= fxj; max:= abs(y[iv]); 
!2!._i:= 0 ~1 ~n ~begin !f...abs(y[i]) > max ~begin max:= 
abs(y[i]); iv:= i end end; !f...ivOfiv then begin first:= true; d[O]:= iv; 
d[2]:= h:= y[iv]/y[ivO] x h end; xO:= xl[iv]; g_nr ~begin hmin:= 
e[O] + e[l]; !2!._i:= 1 step 1 ~n ~begin h:= e[2xi] + e[2xi+l]; !f... 
h < hmin ~hmin:= h end; h:= e[2xiv] + e[2xiv+l]; !f...(fi /\ (y[l]/y[iv] 
x h < 0 ~pas)) V (1 fi /\ d[2] x h < 0) ~ h:= - h end; i:= 1; goto 
again; 
zero: el[l]:= e[2xn+2]; e1[2]:= e[2xn+3]; xl:= x[iv]; xO:= ZERO(s,xO,xl, 
fzero,el); RKstep(xO-xl[iv ],3); for i:= 0 step 1 ~ n ~ d[i+3]:= x[i] 
~RK4n; 
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The actual parameters corresponding to the formal parameters are: 
x: an array with elements x[o], ... ,x[n]; x[o] is the independent 
variable, x [j], 1 ,:;. j ,:;, n, are the dependen t variables; 
xa: an array with elements xa[o], . .. ,xa[n], the starting values 
of x[j]; 
b: an expression depending on x[o], ... ,x[n]; the equation b=O, 
fulfilled within certain tolerances specifies the end of the 
integration; b is evaluated and tested for change of sign at 
the end of each step; 
fxj: an expression depending on x[ o] , ... , x[ n] , j, giving the value 
of dxj / dx0 ; 
j: a variable of type integer used, in the actual parameter 
corresponding to fxj, to denote the number of the equation 
required; 
e: an array with elements e[o], ... ,e[2*n+3]; e[2*j] and 
e[2 .... j+l], 0 ~j ~n, are the tolerances associated with x[j]; 
e [2 * n+2] and e [2 * n+3] are tolerances used in the deter-
mination of the zero of b; 
d: an array with elements d [o], . . . ,d [n+3]; after completion of 
each step we have: 
entier (d[o]+.5) denotes the index of the variable used as 
integration variable; 
entier (d[~+.5) is the number of steps skipped; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d [j+3] is equal to the last value of x [j]; 
fi: a Boolean; if fi then the integration is started with initial 
conditions x[j]=xa[j]; if""7fi then the integra'tion is started 
with x ij ]=d [j+3]; 
n: the number of equations; 
1: an integer variable; 
pos: a Boolean; if fi then the integration starts in such a way 
that x[l] is if pos then increasing else d ecreasing. 
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RK4n is used to integrate dxj / dx0= f xj, l~j~n . 
The effe ct of a call of RK4n is the following. First the integration 
variable is sel e cte d and if fi then in acco rdan ce with 1 and pos, 
a step h is done, the absolute value o f which is e [2* i] +e[2* i-1] 
where i is the index of the variable chosen as inte gration variable. 
If / fi then the first step done has the same absolute value as 
above, the sign being in accordance with d[2]. 
The test, whether b change d sign during this first s tep is sup-
pressed. This enables us to start at a zero of b . 
At each ste p RK4n determines .which xLJ] t o use a s inte gration 
variable . After e ach furthe r step, change of sign o f b is tested; 
if a change of sign is found , the n the zero of b is dete rmined 
using a non-local procedure ZERO(x,a,b,fx,e), c f. RK4. ZERO as 
called by RK4n use s e [2 * n+2] and e [2 * n+3 J for its e [1 J and e [2] . 
RK4n uses as its minimal absolute step 
hmin= min (e[2 ... j] +e[2 ... j+l]) 
0 ~j ~n 
If a step of length abs(h)~ hmin is rejected the integration is 
replaced by if i is the index of the integration variable 
dxW]=sign(h)*hmin.,.dx[j] / dx[i]; O~j~ n, 
where the arguments occurring in the derivatives are the values 
of x~] at the b e ginning of the step . 
A step is rejecte d if, i being the index of the inte gration 
variable 
th5dx . > (e[2*j]* abs(dx. / dx . )+e[2*j+l]) .. abs(h), 
J J 1 
for any j, j f. i. 
CHAPTER 9 
ALGOL 60 procedure with the arc length as integration variable. 
In the procedure RK5n, used to integrate the system of equations 
dx ./dx
0
=f . (x0 , .. .,x ) / f 0 (x0 ,. . .,x ); l<j<n, J J n n - -
where fj and f 0 remain finite, the arc length s is i
ntroduced as 
integration variable. The system solved is 
n 2 
dx ./ds=f.Cx0 , ... ,
x ) / sqrt( l (f.(x0 ,. .. ,x )) ) . J J n i=O 1 n 
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procedure RK5n(x,xa ,b,fxj,j,e,d,fi,n,l,pos); value fi,n,l,pos ; integer j,n,l; 
Boolean fi,pos; real b,fxj; array x,xa,e,d; 
begin integer i; Boolean first,fir,rej; real fhm,s,sO,condO,sl,condl,h,absh, 
tol,fh,hl,mu,mul; array y ,xl,discr[O:n],k[0:5,0:n],el [1:2]; 
procedure RKstep(h,d); ~ h,d; integer d; ~ h; 
begin integer i; 
procedure F(t); ~ t; integer t; 
begin integer i; real p; f2!:._j:= 0 step 1 ~n do y[j]:= fxj; p:= 
h/sqrt(SUM(i,O,n,y[iJ.'}.2)); for i:= 0 step 1 until n do k[t,i]:= y[i] x p 
~F; 
!£._d = 2 ~goto integrate; !£._d = 1 then begin f2!:._i := 0 step 1 
~n do k[O,i]:= k[O,i] x mu; goto A end; f2!:._i:= 0 step 1 ~n 
~ x[i]:= xl[i]; F(O); 
A: f2!:._i:= 0 step 1 ~n do x[i]:= xl[i] + k[O,i]/4.5; F(l); f2!:._i:= 0 
step 1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (k[O,i] + k[l,i) x 3)/12; F(2); for i:= 0 
step 1 ~n ~x[i):= xl[i] + (k[O,i] + k[2,i] x 3)/8; F(3); f2!:._i:= 0 
step 1 ~n do x[i]:= xl[i] + (k[O,i] x 53 - k[l,i] x 135 + k[2,i] x 
126 + k[3,i] x 56)/125; F(4); !£._d ~1 ~begin for i:= 0 step 1 
~n do x[i]:= xl[i] + (k[O,i] x 133 - k[l,i] x 378 + k[2,i] x 276 + 
k[3,i] x 112 + k[4,i] x 25)/168; F(5); for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~ 
discr[i]:= abs(k[O,i] x 21 - k[2,i] x 162 + k[3,i] x 224 - k[4,i] x 125 
+ k[5,i] x 42)/14; goto end end; 
integrate: for i:= 0 step 1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i) + (- k[O,i] x 63 + 
k[l,i] x 189 - k[2,i] x 36 - k[3,i) x 112 + k[4,i) x 50)/28; F(5); for 
i:= 0 ~1 ~n ~x[i]:= xl[i] + (k[O,i) x 35 + k[2,i] x 162 + k[4,i] 
x 125 + k[5,i] x 14)/336; 
end: ~RKstep; 
real procedure fzero; 
begin !£._s = sO ~fzero:= condO ~!£._s = sl then fzero:= condl 
~begin RKstep(s-s0,3); fzero:= b ~~ fzero; 
if fi ~begin f2!:._i:= 0 step 1 ~n do d[i+3]:= xa[i]; d[l]:= d[2]:= 0 
end; for i:= 0 step 1 ~n do x[i]:= xl[i]:= d[i+3]; s:= d[l]; first:= fir 
:= true; h:= e[O] + e[l]; f2!:._i:= 1 step 1 ~n £2..begin absh:= e[2xi] 
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+ e[2xi+l]; !!_h > absh then h:= absh end; !!_fi then begin j:= l; !!_fxj 
x h < 0 :.._pos then h:= - h end else !!_d[2] x h < 0 then h:= - h; i:= O; 
again: RKstep(h,i); rej:= false ; fhm:= O; absh:= abs(h); !£!:.._i:= 0 step 1 
~n ~begin tol:= e[2xi] x abs(k[O,i]) + e[2xi+l] x absh; rej:= tol < 
discr[i] V rej; fh:= discr[i]/tol; !!_fh > fhm ~fhm:= fh end; mu:= 1/ 
(1 + fhm) + . 45; !!_ rej ~begin h:= h x mu; i := 1; goto again end; 
!!_first ~begin first:= fir; hl:= h; h:= mu x h end else begin fh:= 
mu x h/hl + mu - mul; hl:= h; h:= fh x h end; 
accept: RKstep(hl,2); mul:= mu; s:= s + hl; !!_fir then begin condO:= b; 
fir:= false; !!_ 1 fi ~h:= d[2] end ~begin d[2]:= h; condl:= b; !!_ 
condO x condl :::_ 0 ~goto zero; condO:= condl end; !£!:.._ i:= 0 step 1 
~n do d[i+3]:= xl[i]:= x[i]; d[l]:= sO:= s; i:= O; goto again; 
zero: el[l]:= e[2xn+2]; el[2]:= e[2xn+3]; sl:= s; s:= ZERO(s,sO,sl,fzero, 
el); RKstep(s-s0,3); for i:= 0 step 1 until n do d[i+3]:= x[i]; d[l]:= s 
~RK5n; 
The actual parameters corresponding to the formal parameters are: 
x,xa,b : the same as for RK4n; 
fxj: an expression depe nding on x[o], ... ,x[n] ,j; the ratio of 
two values of fxj, with the same arguments x[o], ... ,x[n], 
but with j=i and j=O respec tively, gives the derivative of 
of x[i] with respect to x[o]; 
j: a variable of type integer used, in the actual parameter 
corresponding to fxj, to denote the number of the function 
required; 
e: the same as for RK4n; 
d: an array with elements d[l], ... ,d[n+3]; after completion of 
each step we have: 
abs (d [1]) is the arc l e ngth; 
d [2] is the step length; 
d [i +3] is e qual to the last value of x[i]; 
fi: a Boolean; if fi then the integration is started with initial 
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conditions x[i] =xa[i] ; if 7 fi then the integration is 
started with x[i] =d[i+3] ; 
n : the number of equations; 
1 : an integer variable; 
pos: a Boolean; if fi then the integration starts in such a 
way that x[l] is if pos then increasing else decreasing. 
The real procedure SUM used is a standard procdure in the 
Electrologica Xl ALGOL 60 system. The declaration would be 
real procedure SUM (i,a,b,c); value b; integer i,a,b; real c; 
begin real s; s :=O; for i:=a step 1 until b do s :=s+c; SUM:=s end 
RK5n is used to integrate dxj / dx0=fj(x0 , ... ,xn) / f 0 Cx0 , · · .,xn) · 
The effect of a call of RK5n is the following. First the arc length 
is made equal to zero . Then a first step of absolute value 
min Ce[2 *j]+e[2 *j+l]) is done where the sign is chosen to be in 
0 ~ j ~n 
accordance with if fi then 1 and pos else d[2]. The test 
change of sign of b is suppre ssed after this first step. After 
each furthe r step, change of sign of b is tested; if a change of 
sign is found, then the zero of b is dete rmined using a non-
local procedure ZERO(x,a,b,fx,e),cf.RK4. ZERO as called by RK5n 
uses e [2 * n+2] and e [2 * n+3] for its e [1] and e [2] . 
A step is rejected if 
th5dx . >(e[2*j]* abs(dx ./ds)+e[2*j+l])*abs(h), 
J J 
for any j , 0 ~ j ~ n. 
RK5n uses no minimal step hmin and does not skip steps. 
CHAPTER 10 
Examples 
In this chapter we give five examples of the use of the procedures 
described above. 
I The first program, JAZ162, is given to illustrate the fact 
that it is possible, given any strategy, to construct an 
example where this strategy (although virtually foolproof in 
practi c e) breaks down completely. In JAZ162 we solve dy / dx=-y. 
II JAZ161, when executed, solves the van der Pol equation [16] 
2 2 2 d y / dx -mu(l-y )dy / dx+y=O. 
Solving this equation presents great numerical difficulties 
for large values of mu, although the solution has no singulari-
ties; this can be guessed from the graph, drawn for mu=lO. 
III JAZ163 is used to integrate the van der Pol equation in the 
phase plane, i . e. written in the form 
2 dy' / dy-(mu(l-y )y'-y) / y'=O 
where y'=dy / dx. As this equation has a limit cycle, it is 
necessary to switch integration variables. We integrated the 
equation using the arc length s as integration variable. 
IV JAZ164 is given, not because there are numerical difficulties, 
but rather because it is a big system of coupled equations. 
It is a system of 15 non-linear second order equations, 
describing the motion of the five outer planets, the masses of 
the four inner planets being added to that of the sun. 
V In the last example, JAZ165, we integrate a singular function 
dy/dx=l / sqrt(l-x) 
to show that the integration is possible with the procedures 
we gave, although the error is greater than in non-singular 
cases. 
In the examples, some procedures available in the Electrologica Xl 











a function designator, that takes the value of the 
next number on the input tape; 
when called this procedure punches on paper tape 
the value of E in the following way: sign, m 
decimal digits (leading zeroes being replaced by 
spaces), decimal point, n decimal digits, one space; 




PUTEXT l(S) : 
SUM(i, a, b, c) : 
when called this procedure punches the value of E 
in floating point notation : sign, decimal point, m 
decimal digits, 10 , sign,
 n de c imal digits (leading 
zeroes being replaced by spaces), one space; 
gives a length of blank tape; 
a procedure that punches the control symbol 
NewLineCarriageRe turn; 
a procedure that punches the string s, without the 
(outermost) quotes. 
a function designator the declaration of which 
could be : 
real procedure SUM(i,a,b,c); value b; integer i,a, 
b; real c; begin real s; s : =O; for i :=a step 1 
until b do s: =s+c ; SUM : = send . 
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begin comment JAZ162, R743; 
~ x,y; integer a,j; Boolean fi,first; array e[1:2],d[1:4]; 
procedure RKl(x,a,b,y,ya,fxy,e,d,fi); ~ b,fi; real x,a,b,y,ya,fxy; 
Boolean fi; array e,d; 
begin < body of RKl > ~ RKl; 
e[l]:= e[2]:= read; RUNOUT; PUNLCR; PUTEXT1({JAZ162, R743i); 
PUNLCR; PUNLCR; PUTEXTH{ eps = i>; FLOP(2,2,e[l]); PUNLCR; 
PUNLCR; PUTEXTl({ x y:l); fi:= true; a:= 1; 
A: PUNLCR; ABSFIXP(2,0,0); ABSFIXP(l,10,1); first:= t rue; f2!:. j:= a step 
a ~ 10 ~begin RKl(x,O,j,y,1,- y,e,d,first ); PUNLCR; ABSFIXP(2,0,x); 
ABSFIXP(l,10,y); first:= false end; if fi ~begin PUNLCR; a:= 2; fi:= 
false; goto A ~ ~ 
JAZ162, R743 JAZ162, R743 JAZ162, R743 
eps = +.1010 - 3 eps = +.1010 - 5 eps = +.1010 - 7 
-x 
x y x y x y x e 
0 1.0000000000 0 1.0000000000 0 1.0000000000 0 1.0000000000 
1 .3678768464 1 .3678794323 1 .3678794411 1 .3678794412 
2 .1353321356 2 .1353352723 2 .1353352832 2 .1353352832 
3 .0497841248 3 .0497870555 3 .0497870683 3 .0497870684 
4 .0183137400 4 .0183156233 4 .0183156388 4 • 0183156389 
5 .0067363359 5 .0067379295 5 .0067379469 5 .0067379470 
6 .0024766389 6 .0024787351 6 .0024787521 6 .0024787522 
7 .0009098208 7 • 0009118607 7 • 0009118819 7 . 0009118820 
8 .0003342328 8 .0003354391 8 .0003354625 8 .0003354626 
9 .0001227841 9 .0001233931 9 .0001234096 9 .0001234098 
10 .0000451061 10 .0000453831 10 .0000453997 10 .0000453999 
0 1.0000000000 0 1.0000000000 0 1.0000000000 
2 .1111111111 2 .1111111111 2 .1111111111 
4 .0123456790 4 .0123456790 4 .0123456790 
6 .0013717421 6 .0013717421 6 .0013717421 
8 .0001524158 8 .0001524158 8 .0001524158 
10 .0000169351 10 .0000169351 10 .0000169351 
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JAZ162, using RKl , integrates, for different values of the to-
lerances, the equation 
dy/ dx= -y; y(O)= 1, 
in two ways: from x=O until x=l, then continuing until x=2 and so 
on until x=lO; and from x=O until x=2, then continuing until 
x=4 and so on until x=lO. 
We see that the first case behaves as was to be expe cted; the 
error becomes smaller with eps. In the second case, however, a 
disaster occurred . Instead of y(x)=e -x we find y(x)=3-x . 
5 
The reason for this is the following . For th dy we find, 
5 5 
th dy=abs(h (2-h) y / 240), 
where y is the value of y(x) at the beginning of a step of length h. 
When called, RKl tries to do the integration in one step; thus, 
when called to integrate form x=O until x=2, it tries h=2 and with 
5 
great success as th dy=O for h=2. Thus the step is accepted and 
so on. Furthermore we have 
* 1 2 1 3 1 4 _l~h5 ,_!___h6 
y (X+h) =y(X)(l-h~h - Gh ~h - 120 '1440 ), 
whence, with h=2 we find 
* y (X+h)=y(X) / 9. 
Of course, in the first case, h, although depending upon y and eps, 
is much smaller than 1, so that the required accuracy is actually 
attained. 
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begin comment JAZ161, R743, v.d. Pol; 
integer j,k; ~xO; Boolean first; array e[0:7],xa,x[0:2],d[0:5]; 
~procedure ZERO(x,a,b,fx,e); ~ a,b; ~x,a,b,fx; array e; 
begin ~ c,fa,fb,fc,m,i,tol,re,ae; re:= e[l]; ae:= e[2]; x:= a; fa:= fx; x:= 
b; fb:= fx; goto entry; 
goon: !f. abs(i-b) < tol ~ i:= b + sign(c-b) x tol; x:= !!_ sign(i-m) = sign 
(b-i) ~ i ~ m; a:= b; fa:= fb; b:= x; fb:= fx; !f. sign(fc) = sign(fb) 
then 
entry: begin c:= a; fc:= fa end; !!.. abs(fb) > abs(fc) ~ begin a:= b; fa:= 
fb; b:= c; fb:= fc; c:= a; fc:= fa end; m:= (b+c)/2; i:= if fb - fa + 0 
~ (a x fb - b x fa)/(fb - fa) ~ m; tol:= abs(b x re) + ae; if 
abs(m - b) > tol ~ goto goon; ZERO:= x:= b ~ZERO; 
procedure RK4n(x,xa,b,fxj,j,e,d,fi,n,l,pos); ~ fi,n,l,pos; integer j,n,l; 
~~ fi,pos; ~ b,fxj; array x,xa,e,d; 
begin < body of RK4n > ~ RK4n; 
procedure PUNCH(x); array x; 
begin PUNLCR; FIXP(2,8,x[O]); FIXP(2,8,x[l]); FIXP(2,8,x[2]); if j+O ~ 
FIXP(2,8,x[O)-xO) end PUNCH; 
e[O]:= e[l):= e[2):= e[3):= e[4):= e[5):= read; e[6):= e[7]:= 10-10; RUNOUT; 
PUNLCR; PUTEXT1«j:JAZ161, R743, v.d.Potj); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; 
PUTEXTl({eps = :f); FLOP(2,2,e[O]); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; 
PUTEXTl«j: x[O] x[l) x[2] p:f); xa[O]:= 
xa[2]:= O; xa[l]:= 2; j:= O; PUNCH(xa); xO:= xa[O]; first:= true; 
A: RK4n(x,xa,x[2],if k=l ~ x[2] ~ 10x(l-x[lij2)xx[2]-x(l],k,e,d,first,2, 
O,true); j:= j + 1; PUNCH(x); xO:= x[O]; first:= false; if j < 4 ~ goto 
A end 
JAZ161, R743, v.d. Pol 
eps = +.10 10 - 3 
x[O) x(l] 
+ .00000000 + 2.00000000 + 
+ 9.32386578 - 2.01428557 + 
+18.86305405 + 2.01428553 + 
+28.40224162 - 2.01428553 + 
+37.94142918 + 2.01428553 + 
x[2) p 
.00000000 
.00000000 + 9.32386578 
.00000000 + 9.53918828 
.00000000 + 9.53918756 
.00000000 + 9.53918756 
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JAZ161, R743, v.d. Pol 
eps = +.1010- 5 
x[O] x[l] x[2] p 
+ .00000000 + 2.00000000 + .00000000 
+ 9.32386574 2.01428536 + .00000000 + 9.32386574 
+18.86305053 + 2.01428536 + .00000000 + 9.53918479 
+28.40223531 2.01428536 + .00000000 + 9.53918479 
+37.94142010 + 2.01428536 + .00000000 + 9.53918479 
RK4n is used in JAZ161 to integrate the van der Pol equation for 





=10(1-x1 )x2-x1 . 
The starting values are x0=0, x1=2, x 2
=0 and the integration 
proceeds until the next zero of x 2 ; t
hen it continues until the 
next zero and so on until the fourth zero is encountered . Because 
of the nature of the equation and of the end condition we chose 
RK4n, which interchanges integration variables. The output, given 
-4 -6 





where p is the difference of consecutive values of x0 . As mu 
is 
large, the solution reaches its periodical limiting solution very 
soon. The values of x 1 , and p 
are the amplitude and the half 
period respectively. 
Due to the nearly singular behaviour of the solution, the auto-
matic step adjustment shows itself to full advantage. Actually, 
the step length varies by a factor of several hundreds during a 
cycle, the small step only being used in a short interval. Without 
the adjustment, therefore, the integration would take several 
hundred times longer . 
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begin comment JAZ163, R743, v.d . Pol ; 
~mu; integer j,k; Boolean first; array e[0:5],xa ,x[O :l],d [1:4 ]; 
~procedure ZERO(x,a,b,fx,e); ~ a,b; real x,a,b ,fx; array e; 
begin < body of ZERO > ~ ZERO; 
procedure RK5n(x,xa ,b,fxj,j,e,d,fi,n,l,pos); ~ fi ,n,l,pos ; integer j,n,l; 
~~ fi,pos; ~ b,fxj; array x,xa,e,d; 
begin < body of RK5n > end RK5n; 
procedure PUNCH(x); array x; 
begin PUNLCR; FIXP(2,8,x[O]); FIXP(2,8 ,x[l]); if j ~O ~ FIXP(3 ,6,abs 
(d[l])) end PUNCH; 
e[O]:= e[l]:= e[2]:= e[3]:= read; e[4]:= e[5]:= 10- 10; mu:= r ead; RUNOUT; 
PUNLCR; PUTEXT1({JAZ163, R743, v.d. Pol;l); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; 
PUTEXTH{eps = ;l); FLOP(2,2,e[O]); PUTEXTl({, mu = ;l ); ABSFIXP(2, 
0,mu); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; 
PUTEXTl({ x[O] x[l] d ); xa[O]:= 2; xa[l]:= O; 
j:= O; PUNCH(xa); first:= true; 
A: RK5n(x,xa,x[l],!f_k=O ~ x[l] ~ mux(l-x[OJ,f..2)xx[l]-x[O],k,e,d,first, 
1,1,false); j:= j + 1; PUNCH(x); first := false; !f.. j < 4 ~ goto A ~ 
JAZ163, R743, v.d.Pol JAZ163, R743, v.d . Pol 
eps = +.1010 - 3 , mu = 0 eps = +.1010 - 3 , mu = 10 
x[O] x[l] s x[O] x[l] 
+ 2.00000000 + .00000000 + 2.00000000 + .00000000 
s 
- 2.00001099 - . 00000000 + 6.283195 -- 2.01428606 + .00000000 + 29.387384 
+ 2.00002259 + .00000000 + 12.566427 
- 2.00003417 + .00000000 + 18.849694 
+ 2.00004576 - .00000000 + 25.132998 
JAZ163, R743, v.d. Pol 
eps = +.1010 - 5 , mu = 0 
x(O] 
+ 2.00000000 + 
- 2.00000004 + 
+ 2.00000007 + 




.00000000 + 6.283185 
.00000000 + 12.566371 
.00000000 + 18.849556 
.00000000 + 25.132742 
+ 2.01428627 + .00000000 + 58.788435 
- 2.01428632 + .00000000 + 88.189486 
+ 2.01428626 - .00000000 +117.590537 
JAZ163, R743, v.d. Pol 
eps = +.1010 - 5 , mu = 10 
x[O] 
+ 2.00000000 + 
- 2.01428537 -
+ 2.01428537 + 
- 2.01428537 -
+ 2.01428537 + 
x[l] s 
.00000000 
.00000000 + 29.387383 
.00000000 + 58.788433 
.00000000 + 88.189483 
.00000000 +117.590533 
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In JAZ163 we used RK5n to integrate the van der Pol equation in 
the phase plane; in the notation of the program : 
2 
dx1 / dx0 -(mu(l-x0)x1 -x0 ) ; x1=
0 . 
Starting values are x 0=2, x 1
=0. The inte gration proceeds until the 
next zero of x1
; the n it continues until the next zero and so on 
until the fourth zero is encountered. Because of the nature of the 
solution, in the limit a closed curve, we had to use either RK4 
or RK5n. We chose RK5n using the arc length s as integration 
-4 -6 
variable. The output given, for the tolerances 10 and 10 , 
with mu=O and mu=lO, consists of x0 , x1 ,
 s . 
For mu=O we have 
dx1 / dx0 =-x0;
x1 ; x0=2; x1
=0, 
the solution of which is 
2 2 
x 0+x1=4. 
In this case, there is no limit cycle, any concentric circle with 
(0,0) as origin being a solution. The numerical solution, therefore, 
departs from the starting circle with an error that continually 
increases. In this case, s is a multiple of 2n 
For mu=lO we have a stable limit cycle and the nume rical solution 
approaches it very quickly . Again, x0 is t
he amplitude. The half 
period could have been found by computing the integral 
p= Jdx01 
xl 
integrating e.g . , from one zero of x1 
t~ the next one. 
The remarks at the end of the former example, JAZ161, concerning 
the step length apply here also. 
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begin £!?_ffi!!lent JAZ164, R743, Outer Planets; 
integer k,t; real a,k2,x; ~~ fi; array y,ya,z,za[l:l5],m[0:5],e(l:60], 
d[1:33]; 
~procedure f(k); integer k; 
begin integer i,j,i3,j3; ~ p; ~~~array d[1:5,1:5],r(1:5]; 
!f.k+l ~ goto A; !£!:. i:= 1 step 1 ~ 4 ~begin i3:= 3xi; !£!:. j:= 
i+l step 1 ~ 5 ~begin j3:= 3xj; p:= (y[i3-2] - y[j3-2])4.2 + (y[i3 
-1.] - y[j3-11>42 + (y[i3] - y[j3 l>.1-2; d[i,j ]:= d[j ,i ]:= 1/p/sqrt(p) ~ ~; 
!£!:. i:= 1 step 1 ~ 5 ~begin i3:= 3xi; d[i,i]:= O; p:= y[i3-2}1,2 + 
y[i3-l}i,2 + y[i3}1,2; r[i]:= 1/p/sqrt(p) ~ 
A: i:= (k - 1) ~ 3 + 1; f:= k2 x (- m[O] x y(k] x r[i] + SUM(j,1,5,m[j] 
x((y[3x(j-i)+k}-y[k])xd[i,j ]-y[3x(j-i)+k]xr[j ]))) ~ f; 
procedure RK3n(x,a,b,y,ya,z,za,fxyj,j,e,d,fi,n); ~ b,fi,n; integer j,n; 
~x,a,b,fxyj; ~~ fi; array y,ya,z,za,e,d; 
begin < body of RK3n > ~ RK3n; 
procedure PUNCH(x); array x; 
begin integer k; PUNLCR; PUTEXTl({T = :\-); ABSFIXP(7 ,1,t+a); 
PUNLCR; PUNLCR; !£!:. k:= 1 step 1 ~ 5 do begin !!_ k=l ~ 
PUTEXTl({J i> ~ !!_k=2 ~ PUTEXTl({S :~) ~ !!_k=3 ~ 
PUTEXTl({U i> ~if k=4 ~ PUTEXTl({N :\-) ~ 
PUTEXTl({P il; FIXP(2,9,x[3xk-2]); FIXP(2,9,x[3xk-1]); FIXP(2,9, 
x[3xk]); PUNLCR ~ end PUNCH; 
a:= read; !£!:. k:= 1 step 1 ~ 15 ~ begin ya[k]:= read; za[k]:= read 
end; !£!:. k:= 0 step 1 ~ 5 ~ m[k]:= read; k2:= read; e[l]:= read; 
for k:= 2 step 1 ~ 60 do e[k]:= e[l]; RUNOUT; PUNLCR; PUTEXTl 
({JAZ164, R743, Outer Planets:!-); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; for k:= 1 step 1 
until 15 do begin FLOP(12,2,ya[k]); FLOP(12,2,za[k]); PUNLCR end; 
for k:= 0 step 1 ~ 5 do begin PUNLCR; FLOP(l2,2,m[k]) end; 
PUNLCR; PUNLCR; FLOP(12,2,k2); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; PUTEXTl 
({eps = i>; FLOP(2,2,e[l]); PUNLCR; t:= O; PUNCH(ya); fi:= true; !£!:. 
t:= 500,1000 ~begin RK3n(x,0,t,y,ya,z,za,f(k),k,e,d,fi,15); fi:= false; 
PUNCH{y) ~~ 
JAZ164, R743, Outer Planets 
+.34294741518910 + 1 -.557160570446 10- 2 
+.335386959711 10 + 1 +.505696783289 10- 2 
+.135494901715 10 + 1 +.23057854390110- 2 
+.66414554255010 + 1 -.415570776342 10- 2 
+.597156957878 10 + 1 +.365682722812 10- 2 
+.21823149972810 + 1 +.169143213293 10- 2 
+.112630437207m+ 2 -.32532566915810- 2 
+.14695257679410 + 2 +.189706021964m- 2 
+.627960525067 10 + 1 +.87726532278010- 3 
-.301552268759 10 + 2 -.240476254170 10- 3 
+.165699966404m+ 1 -.28765953260810- 2 
+.143785752721 10 + 1 -.117219543175 10- 2 
-.211238353380 10 + 2 -.176860753121 10 - 2 
+.284465098142 10 + 2 -.216393453025 m- 2 
+.153882659679 10 + 2 -.148647893090 10 - 3 
+.10000059768210 + 1 
+.95478610404310- 3 
+.285583733151 10- 3 
+.437273164546 10- 4 
+.517759138449w- 4 
+.277777777778 10 - 5 
+.295912208286 10 - 3 
eps = +.1010 - 3 
T = 2430000. 5 
J + 3.429474152 + 3.353869597 + 1.354949017 
s + 6.641455425 + 5.971569579 + 2.182314997 
u +11.263043721 +14.695257679 + 6.279605251 
N -30.155226876 + 1.656999664 + 1.437857527 
p -21.123835338 +28.446509814 +15.388265968 
T = 2430500. 5 
J .049534455 + 4.714982495 + 2.023963513 
s + 4.277614611 + 7.483210480 + 2.909418313 
u + 9.582290073 +15.567813885 + 6.685732380 
N -30.235783049 + .215924799 + .849602274 
p -21.994991444 +27.345130515 +15.303485551 
T = 2431000. 5 
J - 3.535429691 + 3.610053139 + 1.635176964 
s + 1.496149963 + 8.261862331 + 3.351487277 
u + 7.805112554 +16.281370896 + 7.023579152 
N -30.235569469 - 1.228279723 + .257987477 
p -22.837219187 +26.205087209 +15.197406000 
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eps = +.lOm- 5 
T = 2430000.5 
J + 3.429474152 + 3.353869597 + 1.354949017 
s + 6.641455425 + 5.971569579 + 2.182314997 
u +11.263043721 +14.695257679 + 6.279605251 
N -30.155226876 + 1.656999664 + 1.437857527 
p -21.123835338 +28.446509814 +15.388265968 
T = 2430500.5 
J - .049532751 + 4.714984315 + 2.023964252 
s + 4.277614624 + 7.483210494 + 2.909418318 
u + 9.582290074 +15.567813886 + 6.685732381 
N -30.235783047 + .215924801 + .849602274 
p -21.994991442 +27.345130517 +15.303485552 






- 3.535427150 + 3.610059334 + 1.635179559 
+ 1.496149997 + 8.261862381 + 3.351487296 
+ 7.805112556 +16.281370902 + 7.023579155 
-30.235569466 - 1.228279717 + .257987479 
-22.837219185 +26.205087215 +15.197406002 
eps = +.lOm- 7 
T = 2430000.5 
J + 3.429474152 + 3.353869597 + 1.354949017 
s + 6.641455425 + 5.971569579 + 2.182314997 
u +11.263043721 +14.695257679 + 6.279605251 
N -30.155226876 + 1.656999664 + 1.437857527 
p -21.123835338 +28.446509814 +15.388265968 
T = 2430500.5 
J - .049532744 + 4.714984323 + 2.023964255 
s + 4.277614624 + 7.483210494 + 2.909418318 
u + 9.582290074 +15.567813886 + 6.685732381 
N -30.235783047 + .215924801 + . 849602274 
p -21.994991442 +27.345130517 +15.303485552 
T = 2431000.5 
J - 3.535427138 + 3.610059361 + 1.635179571 
s + 1.496149998 + 8.261862381 + 3.351487296 
u + 7.805112556 +16.281370902 + 7.023579155 
N -30.235569466 - 1.228279717 + .257987479 
p -22.837219185 +26.205087215 +15.197406002 
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We used in JAZ164 the procedure RK3n to integrat e the 15 differen-
tial equations describing the motion of the five outer planets as 
given in Astronomical Papers, vol XII [11]. The inner planets are 
not considered, their mass being added to that of the sun . The 
equations are 
2 2 3 
15 3 3 
dx ./dt =-k2((l+m0 +m.)x ./ r.+ l m1 ((xk-x . ) / d. 1-xk/ r 1); 1 1 1 J k=l 1 J 
kii 
i=l(l)l5; j=entier((i+2.5)/3) ; l=enticr(( k+2.5)/3). 
mo is the sum of the masses of the sun and t
he four inner plane ts; 
.-th 




mutual distance of the J and planets. 
For Julian day 2430000 . 5 the coordinates x. were taken f rom [1~ 1 
The velocities dxi / dt were obtained by ntunerical differentiation 
of a high accuracy table [11] (p322-326) . 
The output of JAZ164 consists first of the input : xi, dxi / dt, mj 
and the gravitational constant k2. 
Output of the integration is given for T=2430500 .5 and T=2431000.5. 
-8 
It can be seen , since the values obtained with eps=lO are 
correct according to the table, that for larger eps the coordinates 
except those for Jupiter are correct already. This means that the 
step length used in the integration was con troll ed by the equations 
for Jupiter and that the other equations were integrated with a step 
that was far too small. This is an unfortunate circumstance which 
often arises in the integration of coupled differential equations. 
For comparison, we put the mass of Pluto equal to zero, thereby 
eliminating its influence on the other planets . The equation re-
maining for Pluto and the coordinates resulting from it are 
nonsense. The influence of Pluto, even after a short period of 
1000 days is clearly seen from the results. 
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JAZ164, R743, Outer Planets 
+.342947415189m+ 1 -.557160570446 m- 2 
+.335386959711m+ 1 +.505696783289m- 2 
+.135494901715m+ 1 +.230578543901m- 2 
+.664145542550m+ 1 -.415570776342m- 2 
+.597156957878m+ 1 +.365682722812m- 2 
+.218231499728m+ 1 +.169143213293m- 2 
+.112630437207m+ 2 -.325325669158m- 2 
+.146952576794m~ 2 +.189706021964m- 2 
+.627960525067m+ 1 +.877265322780m- 3 
-.301552268759m+ 2 -.240476254170w- 3 
+.165699966404m+ 1 - .287659532608m- 2 
+.143785752721m+ 1 -.117219543175w- 2 
-.211238353380m+ 2 -.176860753121 m- 2 
+.284465098142m+ 2 -.216393453025m- 2 








eps = +.lOm- 7 
T = 2430000. 5 
J + 3.429474152 + 3.353869597 + 1.354949017 
s + 6.641455425 + 5.971569579 + 2.182314997 
u +11.263043721 +14.695257679 + 6.279605251 
N -30.155226876 + 1.656999664 + 1.437857527 
p -21.123835338 +28.446509814 +15.388265968 
T = 2430500.5 
J - .049532732 + 4.714984323 + 2.023964254 
s + 4.277614641 + 7.483210502 + 2.909418320 
u + 9.582290108 +15.567813908 + 6.685732388 
N -30.235783114 + .215924764 + .849602256 
p -21.994991481 +27.345130567 +15.303485580 






- 3.535427088 + 3.610059340 + 1.635179555 
+ 1.496150074 + 8.261862405 + 3.351487298 
+ 7.805112697 +16.281370989 + 7.023579184 
-30.235569734 - 1.228279864 + .257987407 
-22.837219343 +26.205087416 +15.197406114 
begin ££!!1!!1~ JAZ165, R743; 
~x,y; array e[1:2],d[1:4]; 
procedure RKl(x,a,b,y,ya,fxy,e,d,fi); ~ b,fi; ~ x,a,b,y,ya,fxy; 
~oolean fi; array e,d; 
begin < body of RKl > ~ RKl; 
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RUNOUT; PUNLCR; PUTEXT1({JAZ165, R743i); PUNLCR; e[2]:= O; ~ 
e[l]:= 10-4,10-6 do begin PUNLCR; PUTEXTl('feps = :t>; FLOP(2,2,e[l]); 
RKl(x,0,1,y,0,1/sqrt(l-x),e,d,~; FIXP(2,8,y); ABSFIXP(l,3,(2-y)/(14x 




+.10 10- 3 + 1.95358909 





As last example we integrated the integral discussed in chapter 6, 
dy/ dx=l / sqrt(l-x); y(O)=O, 
-4 -6 
with eps=lO and 10 , up to x=l . 
The output gives the result of the integration together with the 
ratio of the e rror made and that given in c hapter 6 (26) . The 
agreement is good. In addition the number of steps skipped is given. 
To check the behaviour of the integration procedures, we did some 
examples which counted the steps and gave additional output. The 
results we found are: 
JAZ163 : with mu=lO, starting at x0=2, x1=0
, integrating until the 
firs t zero of x1 we ha
ve : 
fun c tion f unction 
steps values steps values 
eps accepted used rejected not used discr/ tol 
10-4 145 915 26 130 .68 
10-6 400 2800 22 110 .79 
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Stellingen bij proefschrift van J.A . Zonneveld 17 juni 1964. 
1. De asymptotische ontwikkeling van de periode w van de pe r iodieke 
oplossing van de vergelijking van van der Pol 




3 2log c 3 
3£ (3log2-log3- 2+b0-2d)/£+0(£ 
waarbij a, b0 en d oplossingen zijn van transcenden
te vergelijkingen: 
a =2.338107, b0=.1723, d=. 488
9 . 
De ontwikkelingen gegeven door Dorodnicyn en Urabe zijn onjuist. 
A.A. DORODNICYN, Asymptotic solution of van der Pol's equation, 
M. URABE, 
Am.Math.Soc. Translation Number 88, 
Prik.Mat . i Meh. 11(1947) 313-328; 
Remarks on periodic solutions of van der Pol's 
equation, 
J.Sci . Hiroshima Univ. , Ser. A, 24(1960)197-199. 
2. Orn meer termen van de asymptotische reeks gegeven in stelling 1 
te bepalen moet de methode van Dorodnicyn verscher pt worden. 
3. Zonder rekenen is in te zien dat de door Urabe berekende perioden 
van de oplossing van van der Pol 's vergelijking niet goed kunnen 
zijn. 
4. Het is gewenst dat voor die studenten die door hun studierichting 
in aanraking kunnen komen met problemen, welke numeriek opgelost 
moeten worden, bestudering van de beginselen der numerieke wiskunde 
verplicht wordt. 
5. Het is mogelijk en wenselijk om bij het onderwijs in de analyse 
numerieke methoden te betrekken. 
6. Het is een kwestie van goede manieren om in een publicatie, 
waarin een probleem numeriek behandeld wordt, niet slechts de 
gevolgde methode aan te geven, maar het in een behoorlijke 
programmeertaal (bv: ALGOL 60) gestelde programma te . geven. 
7. Orn de mogelijkheden van programmeertalen als publicatie medium 
beter te benutten dient door het onderwijs aan deze talen meer 
aandacht te worden besteed . 
(Proefschrift J.A. Zonneveld) 
8. Bij de numerieke behandeling van een model van een physisch 
probleem worden veelal kos ten noch moe ite gespaard om de 
resultaten in hogere prec i sie te bepa l en, dan op grond van 
fouten in metingen of van de afwijking van het model ten 
opzichte van het physische probleem verantwoord is . 
9. Het klakkeloos. toepassen van doorgaans betrouwbare nume r i eke 
processen moet sterk worden afgeraden : vorstrekt verkeerde 
antwoorden kunnen het gevolg zijn. Zie dit proefschrift p . 97. 
10. Het is Qlllllogelijk om sequentieel geschreven wiskundige formules 
met behulp van een rekenmachine automatisch om te zetten in 
conventionele schrijfwijze, vooropgesteld dat de drukapparatuur 
over voldoende symbolen beschikt. Toch ver dient het aanbeveling 
de wiskundige schrijfwijze te vereenvoudigen om van eenvoudige 
aanwezige apparatuur gebruik te kunnen maken. 
11. De interne snelheid van een rekenmachine is een ongeschikte 
maat om machines qua snelheid te verge lijken . Het uitvoeren 
van programma's, geschreven in een machine - onafhankelijke 
programmeertaal, op verschillende machines is een betere 
maatstaf. 
12. De keuze van een rekenmachine wordt vaak bepaald doo r de 
behoefte aan rekencapaciteit en aan statussymbool of omge-
keerd. Voor commerciele instellingen kan dit juist zijn, 
voor wetenschappelijke instellingen echter mag s lechts de eerste 
behoefte invloed op de keuze hebben . 
